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2. STRUCTURAL EVALUATION

The structural evaluation in this addendum examines the incorporation of plutonium metal as a
new payload for the PAT-I package. The Pu metal is packed in an inner container (T-Ampoule

Assembly, A Drawing 2A026 1, designated the T-Ampoule) that replaces the inner container (Can
Assembly, Drawing 1024, designated PC-i) that is carried within the TB-i Containment Vessel
(Drawing 1017, designed TB-I). The T-Ampoule and associated Pu metal contents packing
configurations are described in Section 1.2.1, and the Pu metal contents are discussed in Section
1.2.2 of this addendum.

2.1 Description of Structural Design
This section describes the structural evaluation of the T-Ampoule and its contents and packing.
The T-Ampoule and its loading configurations replace the PC-1 and its contents described in the
SAR. In the case of the PAT-l, (1) the aluminum honeycomb (Spacer, Top, Drawing 1015,
designated Top Spacer) and the PC-I stainless steel inner container is being replaced by the
titanium T-Ampoule, and (2) the Pu0 2 content is being replaced by plutonium metals or sample
containers containing plutonium metal and composite materials. The primary purpose of this
addendum is to demonstrate that the modifications to the TB-1 of replacing the PC-I and its
contents and packing with the T-Ampoule and its contents and packing do not significantly
change the design, operating characteristics, or safe performance of the package so that the
requirements of 10 CFR 71.19(d) are met.

The T-Ampoule is not a containment boundary; it is similar to the PC-I in the SAR.' Its
function is to provide a eutectic prevention barrier between the plutonium metal contents and the
stainless steel (TB-1 Containment Vessel, Drawing 1017, designated TB- 1) throughout normal
and accident conditions. The PAT-I (Overpack, AQ, Drawing 1002, designated AQ-I and TB-I)
with the Ti-6A1-4V Grade 5 T-Ampoule is designed to transport bulk plutonium metal in the
form of hollow cylinders, as well as various shaped plutonium metal contents packed in sample
containers. The plutonium metal may be in alloyed or pure form.

A. The Pu hollow cylinders (Electro-Refined [ER] material is analyzed, see Section 1.2.2)
are cast in two weights - 831 g (6.350 cm [2.500 in.] OD, 5.801 cm [2.284 in.] ID x
8.054 cm [3.171 in.] length) and 731 g (6.350 cm [2.500 in.] OD, 5.801 cm [2.284 in.] ID
x 7.087 cm [2.790 in.] length).3 Two sizes of Ti-6A1-4V Grade 5 sample containers (SC-
I or SC-2) provide for two- and three-sample-container stacked configurations nested
within a Ti-6A1-4V Grade 5 Inner Cradle, which is installed inside of the T-Ampoule.
Pure and alloyed plutonium metal sample contents in the form of disks, cylinders, and
assorted shapes can be carried, weighing a maximum of 174 g in each SC- 1 or 338 g in
each SC-2. For the bounding analysis of the Pu contents in SC-1 and SC-2, solid Pu
cylinders of 2.23 cm (0.88 in. dia.) x 2.23 cm (0.88 in.) height and 2.79 cm (1.1 in.) dia. x
2.79 cm (1.1 in.) height were analyzed respectively. Pu/Be composite samples in the
form of disks, cylinders and assorted shapes can be carried, weighing a

A The drawing titles are in italics and are used interchangeably with the designated names in this addendum. See
Section 1.3.2 in this addendum and Chapter 9 in the SARW for drawing number, title, and revision.

B These are the general dimensions provided without tolerances.
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maximum of 60 g in SC-I or SC-2. For the bounding analysis of the Pu/Be contents in the SC-I
and SC-2, solid Pu cylinders of 0.663 in. dia. x 0.663 in. height (60 g in each SC) were analyzed.

Optional Packing material in the form of tantalum foil is used within the sample containers to
pack the Pu contents. The Pu hollow metal cylinders are wrapped with tantalum foil to prevent
contamination and for packing.

See Table 2-1 for the mass limits of the Pu contents for four loading configurations, the weights
of the various components within the TB-i, and the weight allowances for the packing material,
assuming loading of the maximum Pu content weight for each configuration. Detailed
descriptions of the T-Ampoule and sample containers are presented in Section 1 of this
addendum. The AQ-1 and TB-] are described in Chapter 1 of the PAT-1 Safety Analysis Report
(SAR).' The maximum bounding activity of the contents is 897 Ci (3000 A2), as discussed in
Section 1.2.2 for 831 g of plutonium metal hollow cylinders (excluding Pu-241 decay).

As described in the following sections, the analysis and testing documented herein demonstrates
that the T-Ampoule maintains its integrity as a eutectics prevention barrier under plutonium air
transport accident conditions, thus demonstrating that the TB-I maintains its integrity and
provides containment of its contents under normal conditions of transport (NCT), hypothetical
accident conditions (HAC), and plutonium air transport accident conditions.

Table 2-1. Weight of Plutonium Metal Contents and
T-Ampoule and Packing for Six Loading Configurations.

Three Stack Two Stack
731 g Pu Three Stack Two Stack831 g Pu" SC-,7Slid SCgSli SC-1, SC-2,

t Hollow Hollow SC-1, Solid SC-2, Solid Composite Composite
Component Cylinder" Cylinder Pu Cylinders Pu Cylinders Contents Contents( g) (g) (Bounding) (Bounding) (Bounding) (Bounding)

(g) (g) (g) (g)

Total Weight 2100 2100 2100 2100 2100 2100
Allowance
Inside TB- I

Titanium Filler 65 65 65 65 65 65
Ring k

Titanium 571 571 571 571 571 571
Ampoulek

Sample NA NA 454C 391 d 454c 391d

Containers
(Total Weight)
k

Inner Cradle' NAh NA 364 356 364 356

Plutonium 831 731 523e 6761 180 120i
Contents

Maximum 633 733 123 41 466 597
Weight
Allowance for
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Three Stack Two Stack Three Stack Two Stack
831 g Pu 731 g Pu SC-1, Solid SC-2, Solid SC-1, SC-2,

Component Hollow Hollow Pu Cylinders Pu Cylinders Composite CompositeCylinder' Cylinderb (Bundying)r (Bundying)r Contents Contents
(g) (g) (Bounding) (Bounding) (Bounding) (Bounding)

(g) (g) (g) (g)
Tantalum Foil
Packing and
Ancillary
Plastics'

Dimensions of the 831 g. Pu hollow cylinder: 6.350 cm (2.500 in.) OD, 5.801 cm (2.284 in.) ID x 8.054 cm
(3.171 in.) length. The bounding dimensions for the structural analysis are 6.375 cm (2.510 in.) OD x 5.801 cm
(2.274 in.) IDx7.374 cm (2.903) in. length.

b Dimensions of the 731 g Pu hollow cylinder: 6.350 cm (2.500 in.) OD, 5.801 cm (2.284 in.) ID x 7.087 cm
(2.790 in.) length. The bounding dimensions for the structural analysis are 6.375 cm (2.510 in.) ODx5.776 cm
(2.274 in.) IDx6.490 cm (2.555 in.) length bounding dimensions.

C 3 SC-1 Sample Containers, 151 g each.
d 2 SC-2 Sample Containers, 196 g each.

174 g Pu content per container. A Pu metal cylinder of 2.23 cm (0.88 in). dia. x 2.23 cm (0.88 in.) height is used

as the bounding configuration for the structural analysis. See Section 1 for other forms.
f 338 g Pu content per container. A Pu metal cylinder of 2.79 cm (1. I in. dia.) x 2.79 cm (1.1 in.) height is used as

the bounding configuration for the structural analysis. See Section 1 for other forms.
g Inner cradle part weights: Leg, Body, each 50.49 g; Leg, Lid, each 12.00 g; Dish, each 37.16 g; Ring, each

6.42 g, Spacer, SC-1, each 13.52 g; Spacer, SC-2, each 18.33 g. Calculated weight from SolidWorks.
(http://www.solidworks.com/)

h Not Applicable.

/ 60 g composite sample per container.
j 60 g composite sample per container.

Calculated weight from ProENGINEER (http://www.ptc.com/products/proengineer/).
See Sections 1.2.2.1 and 7.1.2.1 for ancillary plastic amount permitted.

2.1.1 Discussion
Several tests on the PAT-I package are prescribed in 10 CFR 71, Subpart F (from 1978); the
results of these tests are described in the SAR. The PAT-I package meets the containment
criteria for NCT, HAG, and plutonium air transport accident conditions. Conditions for meeting
these criteria are described in the following sections:

* Section 2.6 of the SAR describes the response of the PAT-I package design to the NCT
performance tests specified in 10 CFR 71.71.

* Section 2.7 of the SARW describes the response of the PAT-I package design to the HAG
performance tests prescribed in 10 CEFR 71.73.

* Section 2.8 of the SAR describes the response of five specimen PAT-I packages to the
sequential tests prescribed in 10 CFR 71.74(a), as well as the response of a TB-I
containment vessel to the 600 psi immersion test prescribed in 10 CFR 71.74(c).

Structural calculations described in Section 2.12.2 were performed to model and benchmark the
response of the PAT-I package to end-on, side-on, and center-of-gravity-over-corner (CGOC)
high-speed impact tests. These analyses were used to determine the response of the TB-I
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containment vessel and T-Ampoule eutectic barrier for NCT, HAC, and plutonium air transport
accident conditions.

The TB-I was also analyzed under the HAC dynamic crush condition since it was not considered
during the performance tests conducted for the SAR.I In addition, the differences in the contents
from the original package lead to different internal pressures and are therefore analyzed in this
addendum. These analyses were used to verify that the TB-1 is within design limits (see Sections
2.6 and 2.7).

2.1.2 Design Criteria

A general description of the PAT-I package was provided in Chapter 1 of the SAR.I Additional
structural design descriptions of the AQ-I and TB-I are provided in Chapter 2 of the SAR., This
section of the addendum focuses on the structural design criteria for the TB-i in areas not
addressed in the SAR1 or affected by changes in the package. The addendum also includes
structural analyses of the T-Ampoule during the air transport accident conditions to ensure that a
eutectic barrier is maintained.

The design criteria for the TB-I containment vessel for NCT and HAC are described in Section
2.1.2.1 below. The design criteria for the TB-i for the aircraft accident conditions are that the
average through-wall stresses remain elastic and the forces on the closure joint do not exceed the
aggregate bolt preload force.

The design criterion for the T-Ampoule eutectic prevention barrier under NCT is that it remains
fully elastic. The design criteria for the T-Ampoule eutectic prevention barrier under HAC are
described in Section 2.1.2.1 below. The design criteria for the T-Ampoule eutectic prevention
barrier under aircraft accident conditions are described in Section 2.1.2.2 of this addendum.

2.1.2.1 NCT and HAC

The design criterion for the T-Ampoule under HAC environments is that the eutectic
prevention barrier maintains structural integrity, i.e., avoiding even the initiation of a ductile
tear. This is proven by analytically demonstrating that all 580,000 finite elements representing
the T-Ampoule remain within a tested stress-triaxiality-versus-equivalent-plastic-strain locus,
and below an empirically-based failure criterion that would indicate initiation of ductile tearing if
exceeded.

For the assessment of the stainless steel TB-I containment vessel under the NCT and HAC,
Regulatory Guides 7.62 and 7.83 and 10 CFR 71.71 and 71.73 were used to determine the
appropriate allowable stress values and load combinations. Acceptance criteria for the PAT-i
package are defined in 10 CFR 71.73 for Type-B dynamic crush hypothetical accident conditions
as the containment boundary remaining essentially elastic (through-thickness stresses below
ASME allowables), as well as maintaining containment to a release of less than 1 A2 in a week.

Table 2-2 summarizes the load combinations for the NCT and HAC as given in Regulatory
Guide 7.8. The "Crush" condition for the HAC was added to the table based on 10 CFR 71.73.
The TB-I containment vessel was heat treated to the H1075 condition after forging, thus
minimizing fabrication stresses which were not examined in the analyses. In addition, the majority
of load combinations in Table 2-2 were analyzed during the testing performed for the SAR.
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Replacement of the PC-I with the T-Ampoule and the associated contents require additional NCT
and HAC analysis of the load combinations that affect the TB- 1. Checks for NCT are performed
on the TB-I to determine if the change in contents causes any internal pressure effects or
differential thermal expansion/contraction interaction with the T-Ampoule (Hot Environment and
Cold Environment). For the HAC, the dynamic crush analysis is included as well as a discussion
on the potential effects from thermal fire. All other load combinations for the NCT and HAC are
bounded by the testing and analysis performed in support of the SAR and the results of the air
transport accident analyses described in Sections 2.1.2.2, 2.8, 2.12.2, and 2.12.5. Specifically, the
original tests did not show any effect on the TB-I from the 4-foot or 30-foot drops for the NCT or
HAC. Since there are now different contents within the TB-1, the results of the air transport
accident analyses performed for this addendum are used for comparison. In these analyses, the
T-Ampoule remains intact and the TB- 1 remains essentially elastic, excepting minimal localized
denting from the solid metal contents. Since the impact velocity for the air transport accident of
422 ft/s is substantially greater that the 44 ft/s for the HAC and the 16 ft/s for the NCT, the HAC
and NCT free-drops will not threaten the integrity of the TB- 1.

Table 2-2. Load Combinations for NCT and HAC

Applicable Initial Condition

Ambient Internal Fabrication
Temperature

1  Insolation Decay Heat Pressure2  Stresses 3

100°F[ -20°F Max' Zero Max Zero Max Min

NORMAL
CONDITIONS
(Analyze Separately)

Hot environment: X X X
I 00'F ambient temp.

Cold environment:
-40'F ambient temp. X-XXX
Increased extermal
pressure: 20 psii _ ____XX

Minimum external
pressure: 3.5 psia

Vibration and X X X X X
shock 4

(normally incident to
the mode of transport) X X X X X

x x X X X
Free-drop:
4-foot drop

X X X X x
ACCIDENT
CONDITIONS
(Apply sequentially)

X X X X X
Free drop:
30-foot drop

X X x X X

Crush:6 X X X X X

1100 lb drop
from 30 ft
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Ambient Internal Fabrication
Temperaturel Insolation Decay Heat Pressure2  Stresses 3

100°F -20'F Max Zero Max Zero Max Min

X X X X X
Puncture: ------------------------------------------------------------
Drop onto bar

X X X X X
ThermalS:Teml X X X X X
Fire accident

This table is from Regulatory Guide 7.8'
X designates the initial conditions included for a given load combination.

See Regulatory Position 1.1. For this addendum, Section 2.8.5.1 Cold Ambient Temperature Tests and Section
2.8.5.2 High Ambient Temperature Tests in the SARW indicate that the PAT-1 that testing at -40'F and 130'F
ambient temperature (higher than the current regulation of I 00°F) would have no significant adverse effect on
the PAT-I package. The NCT, HAC, and accident conditions for air transport of plutonium were evaluated at
room temperature.

2 See Regulatory Positions 1.3 and 1.4. The MNOP gage pressure calculated in Section 2.6.1.1 of this
addendum of 4.2 psig is negligible when one considers that the TB-I withstands a pressure of 1110 psia during
the accident conditions for air transport of plutonium fire test evaluated in Section 3.6.4 in the SAR . Internal
pressure was not included in the structural calculations ofNCT, HAC, and accident conditions for air transport
of plutonium in this addendum.

3 See Regulatory Position 1.5. The T-Ampoule is machined from a block of solid titanium stock procured to
PAT-1040 in this addendum. Since the T-Ampoule is machined and heat treated, there are no fabrication
stresses.

4 See Regulatory Position 2.5. The shock and vibration loads encompassing road, rail, and air transportation are
negligible compared to the impact loads associated with the NCT drop test [ref: NUREG/CR-00301 33], for
which a detailed analysis showed elastic response for both the T-Ampoule and TB-1 (see Section 2.12.5.3.2 of
this addendum).

5 Evaluations should be made 30 minutes after start of fire and at postfire steady-state conditions.
6 Sequential application of crush test described in 10 CFR 71.73(c)(2) and 10 CFR 71.55(f)(1)(ii).

Regulatory Guide 7.6 states that Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel (B&PV)
Code 5 should be used to compute the allowable stress intensity, Sm. The TB-I was constructed
in the 1970s from PHI3-8Mo stainless steel with a H1075 heat treat. This material is chemically
identical to SA-705, XM-13 as specified in ASME Section II, Part A. Section II, Part A of the
B&PV Code defines the yield stress (Sy) as 150 ksi (averaged between H1050 and HI 100), and
the ultimate or tensile stress (Su or ST) as 162 ksi. Note that these values are the same as
specified in the Military Handbook.6 However, in Section II, Part D, the PH13-8Mo material is
not listed among materials whose allowable stress intensity is provided. Therefore, Appendix 2
of Section II, Part D was mandatory and used to establish the allowable stress intensity. Based on
Appendix 2, Sm is equal to the smaller of 1/3 ST or 2/3 Sy, establishing the allowable stress
intensity, Sm, at 54 ksi.

Table 2-3 lists the primary membrane stress and the primary membrane plus bending stress for
both NCT and HAC, and the primary plus secondary stress for the NCT, based on Regulatory
Guide 7.6 at room temperature.
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Table 2-3. Allowable Stresses for NCT and HAC Based on Regulatory Guide 7.6
(Room Temperature)

NCT HAC
Primary membrane stress Sm 54 ksi smaller of 113.4 ksi

2.4 Sm or 0.7 S,

Primary membrane plus bending stress 1.5 Sm 81 ksi smaller of 162 ksi
3.6 Sm or Su

Primary stress plus secondary stress 3 Sm 162 ksi

The NCT and HAC conditions are not at room temperature. At an increased temperature of
114'C (238°F) (see TB-I maximum NCT temperatures in Table 3-1 of Section 3) for the NCT,
the yield and tensile strength of PH 13-8Mo is determined to be 141 and 152.3 ksi, respectively
(Figure 2.6.5.1.1 of the Military Handbook, 94% of room temperature strength 6). Based on
Mandatory Appendix 2 of Section II, Part D, the allowable stress intensity is the smaller of
2/3 Sy and 1/3 ST, or 50.8 ksi. For the HAC impact analyses at I 14'C (23 8°F), prior to the fire,
Mandatory Appendix 2 of Section II, Part D, gives the same allowable stress intensity as for
NCT, 50.8 ksi. At an increased temperature of 147°C (296°F) (see TB-1 maximum HAC
temperatures in Table 3-1 of Section 3) for the HAC during the fire, the yield and tensile strength
of PH 13-8Mo is determined to be 137 and 147 ksi, respectively. 5 Based on Mandatory
Appendix 2 of Section 11, Part D, the allowable stress intensity is the smaller of 2/3 Sy and
1/3 ST, or 49 ksi.

Table 2-4 lists the primary membrane stress and the primary membrane plus bending stress for
both NCT and HAC (at both 114'C (238°F) and 147°C (296°F), and the primary plus secondary
stress for the NCT, based on Mandatory Appendix 2 of Section 1I, Part D. These stresses will be
used to assess the NCT and HAC load conditions.

Table 2-4. Allowable Stresses for NCT and HAC Based
on Regulatory Guide 7.6, (Elevated Temperatures)

NCT (114 QC) HAC (at 114 'C, 147 'C)

Primary membrane stress Sm 50.8 ksi smaller of 106.6 ksi,
2.4 Sm or 0.7 S, 102.9 ksi

Primary membrane plus bending stress 1.5 Sm 76.2 ksi smaller of 152.3 ksi,
3.6 Sm or Su 147 ksi

Primary stress plus secondary stress 3 Sm 152.4 ksi

2.1.2.2 Accident Conditions for Air Transport of Pu

The TB-I was shown in the SARI aircraft impact tests to remain elastic and to maintain
containment to a release of less than 1 A2 in a week. With similar mass contents, similar TB-1
response would be expected, excepting the possibility of minor localized denting due to more
dense contents (solid Pu vs. oxide powder). Since there are no stress limits required for the
containment vessel during 10 CFR 71.74 air transport accidents'(only < A2/week release rate),
demonstrating the avoidance of yielding was conservatively set as the primary goal. Von Mises
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stress (distortion-energy theory) predicts yielding with the greatest accuracy for all stress states,
and thus this stress was conservatively compared against the stress intensity limits for surface
transport (10 CFR-71.73) shown in Table 2-4. An acceptance criterion of "below through-
thickness yielding" was used to demonstrate similar TB-I behavior as in the original regulatory
testing. This also means zero plasticity in the seal area of the TB-1, ensuring similar
containment requirements of < A2/week release rate performance of the containment vessel.

For the evaluation of the T-Ampoule eutectic prevention barrier in the PAT-1 package subjected
to the requirements of 10 CFR 71.74 (Accident conditions for air transport of plutonium), two
strain-based criteria are used to ensure that its structural integrity is maintained. The first is a
locus in stress triaxiality-equivalent strain space developed from impact tests conducted using
the Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) 18" horizontal actuator, along with a finite element
model of these tests. The impact tests are described in Section 2.1.1, along with the detailed
development of the strain locus for the titanium material. The second is an empirically-based
failure criterion in the form of an evolution integral in plastic strain modified by the stress state
called, Tearing Parameter, which is described in Sections 2.1.1.1 and 2.12.3.8.

Although the tested strain locus encompasses most of the stress triaxiality-equivalent plastic
strain space needed for the SAR Addendum analyses, velocity limits at the test facility required
the use of a second, complimentary criterion to demonstrate that the T-Ampoule integrity would
be maintained throughout all regulatory accident environments. Tearing Parameter is a true
analytical failure criterion, which is based on material tensile tests to failure, and is valid over the
entire range of stress triaxialities. The two strain-based integrity criteria are complimentary in
that the two combined provide additional confidence that even the initiation of a ductile tear will
be avoided, and thus T-Ampoule structural integrity will be maintained.

A plot of the strain locus is shown in Figure 2-1. It should be noted that this is not a failure locus,
since no cracks were formed in the test. However, it does represent regions in strain space where
failure does not occur; therefore, the container is safe. In this sense, the data from the component
analyses (see Section 2.12.5) can be compared with the locus in Figure 2-1, and a safety margin
based on the strain generated in the test can be calculated. For elements exceeding the tested
strain locus, Tearing Parameter is integrated over the plastic strain, and is compared to the
critical Tearing Parameter value for the Ti-6AI-4V to determine a safety margin.
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Comparison Graph Avg. Stress Triaxiality
Acceptability Locus Derived From Impact Test
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Figure 2-1. Locus in Equivalent Plastic Strain-Stress
Triaxiality Space Developed from Titanium Impact Test
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2.1.3 Weights and Centers of Gravity

The approximate weights of the three basic components of the PAT-I package for this addendum
are shown in Table 2-5.

Table 2-5. Approximate Weights of PAT-I Package Components

Component Weight (kg) Weight (lb)
AQ-l Overpack 2060 454'

TB-I Containment Vesselc 16.8 37

T-Ampoule and its Packingb See Table 2-1 See Table 2-1

Pu Metal Contentsb See Table 2-1 See Table 2-1

Total 225 496
The weight of the AQ-1 can vary due to the natural weight variation of kiln-dried redwood as stated in Section
2.2 of the SAR.1

The weights of the T-Ampoule and its packing are calculated using ProENGINEER
(http://www.ptc.com/products/proengineer/) and SolidWorks (http://www.solidworks.com/) commercial drafting
programs. The T-Ampoule and its contents within the TB-I do not exceed the 2.1 kg weight of the PC-I and its
contents as shown in Section 2.2 of the SAR.'

C The weight of the TB-1 is from Section 2.2 of the SAR.'

The center of gravity (CG) of the PAT-I package is located along its longitudinal centerline,
approximately 20.2 inches from the bottom end (see Figure 2-2). The variation in the CG for the
plutonium metal contents within the T-Ampoule and its packing for the Pu hollow cylinder to the
sample containers with Pu contents and Inner Cradle is less than ±1/4 inch.
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J

AK

AQ-1

T-AMPOULE

TB-1/

20.2-INCH
CENTER OF

GRAVITY

42.5-INCH

24.5-INCH

Figure 2-2. Center of Gravity for PAT-1. (Note That the Center of Gravity Varies with the
Inclusion of the Support Structure and Could Vary Because of the Natural Weight

Variation of the Kiln-Dried Redwood.)

2.1.4 Identification of Codes and Standards for the Package Design

The codes and standards used for design and fabrication of the AQ-1 overpack, TB-1, and PC-I
are the same as those described in the SAR. 1 The TB-I uses design values derived from ASME
B&PV Code for both NCT and HAC. For evaluation of the T-Ampoule eutectic barrier in air
transport accident conditions, a strain-based criterion is used based on testing at SNL and on Bao
and Wierzbicki7

,12, as well as a stress-state modified strain-based failure criterion called Tearing
Parameter 13' 14. The T-Ampoule design was evaluated using ASME B&PV Code Section VIII
Division I (See Section 2.12.8) and uses fabrication and acceptance criteria from the code as
defined in PAT-1040. The titanium components within the TB-I are procured using ASTM
material standards with increased minimums for yield and ultimate strength, elongation at tensile
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failure, and reduction in area at failure. For the TB-I and AQ-1, the codes and standards are
provided in Section 9 of the SAR.'

2.2 Materials

2.2.1 Material Properties and Specifications
A list of materials used in the finite element models for the structural evaluation of the PAT-I
package is presented in Table 2-6. The table lists the model, the component, and the component
material, along with the appendix where the material's reference information, material
properties, and constitutive model parameters are listed.

Table 2-6. Listing of Material for Each Component in the Finite Element Models

Model Component Material Appendix
Full Models

Redwood Impact Material Redwood 2.1.1.1

Load Spreader Cylinder Aluminum 6061 2.12.4.3

Load Spreader Top Plate Aluminum 7075 2.12.4.5

Load Spreader Lower Plate Aluminum 7075 2.12.4.5

Copper Cylinder Copper 2.12.4.7

TB-1 Container Stainless PH13-8-Mo 2.12.4.9

TB-I Contents Elastic Plastic Soft 2.12.4.11

Can Shell and Flange Stainless 304 2.12.4.12

T-Ampoule Titanium 6A1-4V 2.12.4.14

Sample Container Titanium 6A1-4V 2.12.4.14

Sample Container Cylinder Plutonium (delta) 2.12.4.18

ER Cylinders Plutonium (alpha) 2.12.4.16

Be Composite Cylinder Beryllium 2.12.4.24

Impact Test Model

Tungsten Ballast Tungsten 2.12.4.20

Impact Specimen Brass Brass UNS C36000 2.12.4.22

Impact Specimen Titanium Titanium 6A1-4V 2.12.4.14

Ampoule Specimen Titanium 6A1-4V 2.12.4.14

Hemisphere Fixture Stainless PH13-8-Mo 2.12.4.9

2.2.2 Chemical, Galvanic, or Other Reactions
The chemical and galvanic reaction evaluations of the AQ-1 and TB-I are documented in
Section 2.4.1 of the SAR.I The evaluation concluded that there was no significant potential for
chemical or galvanic reactions to occur.

0
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There is no potential for significant chemical or galvanic reactions to occur with the T-Ampoule
or materials contained therein under 10 CFR 71.71, 71.73, and 71.74 conditions because
containment is maintained by the TB-I in those environments as demonstrated in Sections 2, 3,
and 4 of this addendum. Within the T-Ampoule, contact is made between the plutonium metal
surrounded by tantalum foil (optional packing) and the inside surfaces of the titanium T-
Ampoule or sample container (SC-I or SC-2). These surfaces have no significant potential for
corrosion since the atmosphere within the T-Ampoule and sample container(s) (if used) is the
same as the glove box atmosphere in which the plutonium metal contents are handled. The
standard glove box line atmosphere consists of nitrogen/argonlhelium, with an oxygen and a
moisture content less than 100 ppm.

If water in flooding is assumed as in the criticality analysis, there is a galvanic potential (assume
flowing sea water for the galvanic analysis) between the plutonium metal content and the
materials within the T-Ampoule which include beryllium (as part of the content), titanium,
tantalum and PH13-8Mo stainless steel material of the TB-1. There is virtually no chance for
water in flooding to occur based upon the accident conditions for air transport of plutonium tests
in Section 2.8 and Section 3.6 of the SAR,' the accident conditions for air transport of plutonium
analyses in Section 2.8 of this addendum, and the hypothetical accident conditions for fissile
material packages for air transport analyses in Section 3.4.5 of this addendum.

There is possible gas generation from alpha decay of plutonium which yields helium gas. The
helium gas is non-reactive with the materials within the TB-I. Evaluation of the potential for a
Pu/Fe eutectic reaction is documented in Section 3.5.2 of the SAR Addendum. The eutectics
evaluation of the plutonium metal contents; the titanium materials used for the T-Ampoule,
Sample Container-1, Sample Container-2, and Inner Cradle; and the optional tantalum foil
packing in Section 3.5.2 concluded, by analysis of phase diagrams for all possible binary
systems, that no liquid phases are expected in this system at 582°C (1080'F). Furthermore, it is
anticipated that the lowest melting point phase that may form within this system is 595°C
(1 103'F) - the plutonium/beryllium eutectic temperature. This is 13'C (23°F) greater than the
highest temperature excursion that occurs in the system. This is not a large margin but the 5950C
(1 103'F) value is a conservative estimate, thus the system in a transient reaching 582°C (1080'F)
is still considered safe. Review of ternary phase diagrams in the literature involving components
of this system supports the conclusions drawn from the binary systems, however, the ternary
systems are limited and this is a much more complex system than reviewed in binary or ternary
systems available in the literature.

2.2.3 Effects of Radiation on Materials

This section reviews the effects of radiation on materials from the plutonium content. Section
2.2.3.1 provides contact dose estimates based upon the shielding analyses in Section 5 for
evaluation of the Viton® seals. Section 2.2.3.2 discusses the effect on the physical properties of
the elastomer seal material. Section 2.2.3.3 examines the potential for HF gas generation due to
radiation exposure.

2.2.3.1 Dose Estimates

A calculation of contact dose for an elastomer seal using surface dose rates based on a bounding
source mass model (a cylinder with a hemisphere on the bottom as described in Section 5 of the
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SAR Addendum) was performed. The mass was distributed to minimize the self-shielding due
to the source material. Note that previous sensitivity analyses have shown that the dose rates
were insensitive to the source geometry. Based on this model, a conservative estimate of the
contact gamma dose with the elastomer is 8.3 x 105 rad/year and contact neutron dose is 1.7x 105

rem/year using the source terms in Table 5.3 and 5.4 of the SAR Addendum. Further review of
Table 5-12, Estimation of Degree of Overprediction in Bounding Pu Source Used in This Study,
indicated that the gamma source could be overpredicted by 36.3 times and the neutron source by
6.0 times. These source strengths were based on 1300 grams of plutonium with an isotopic
distribution corresponding to source scenario "NReactor 2 GWd/t." The shielding analyst
recommended the following for realistic doses (taking partial credit using reduction factors of 30
for gamma and 5 for neutron) for the elastomer dose calculation:

Realistic surface gamma dose = 8.3 x 105/30 = 2.8x 104 rad/year
Realistic neutron dose = 1.7x 105/5 = 3.4x 104 rem/year

The results for neutrons are expressed in rem rather than rad because the neutron results have
been multiplied by a quality factor to account for the greater damage caused by neutrons than
gamma rays. The quality factor makes the doses from different radiation sources approximately
additive. Quality factor for neutrons of unknown energy is given as 10 in Table 1004(b). 1 -
Quality Factors and Absorbed Dose Equivalences in 10 CFR 20.1004.

2.2.3.2 Effect on Physical Properties and Operating Time

The combined gamma and neutron doses in Section 2.2.3.1 are not high enough to affect
mechanical properties of the PH13-8Mo, Ti-6A1-4V, and tantalum material in the TB-1.

The compound for the T-Ampoule and sample container SC-I and SC-1 0-rings is Viton® A,
which is a fluorocarbon elastomer trademarked by DuPont. The "Viton® fluoroelastomer from
DuPont Performance Elastomers" on the Radiation Resistance of Viton® states that
"Vulcanizates of Viton® fluoroelastomer, irrespective of the type or filler, can withstand 105 -

106 rad (103 -104 J/kg) with little or no effect on physical properties and 10' - 10' rad (104 - 101

J/kg) with moderate effect (50% loss of elongation at break, 50% increase in modulus); 108 rad
(106 J/kg) produces a severe effect (final elongation at break <50%). The technical brochure
further states "Concerning elastomer serviceability, a gamma radiation dose less than 5 x 106 rad
(5x104 J/kg) is considered low. Up to 108 rad (106 J/kg) is considered intermediate and 108-109
rad (106_107 J/kg) is high."

The combined predicted doses for gamma (2.8x 104 rad/year) and neutron (3.4x 104 rem/year)
based on a realistic source are less than the 105 rad cited for no effect in the DuPont technical
bulletin and are only marginally above 104 rad25 treating neutrons and gammas equally and
exposing for a full year. Note that Bouquet Reference 25 only cites "fluorocarbons" and does
not provide further details regarding manufacturers' data. In a 1985 article by Bouquet
(Reference 26), the author shows in Figure 4 Summary of Radiation Data/for Elastomers.
Property. Tensile Strength. Above Average Response Level that the lowest threshold damage for
Viton® A starts at about 6x 106 rads, and the 25% change dose is at about 6x 107 rads. In Figure
6 Summary of Radiation Data for Elastomers. Property: Elongation. Average Response Level/for .9
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Viton®A of the same article, the lowest threshold dose starts at about 107 rads and the 25%
change dose is slightly above 107 rads.

The combined realistic dose estimates (gamma, 2.8x 104 rad/year and neutron, 3.4x 10 4 rem/year)
from the shielding analyses place the seals in the "little or no effect" dose range according to
DuPont for Viton® seals with a full year of contact (also conservative since most shipments
should be completed within a month) and (from Reference 26) at least an order of magnitude
below the threshold damage level data for tensile strength and elongation. Furthermore, the
amount of time the seals would typically be in close proximity to the contents would make these
estimates even closer to a 1 x 104 rad cumulative dose for one year operating time.

Based upon the DuPont data and Bouquet 1985 report,26 the operating time of the package up to
one year is acceptable since the Viton® elastomer seals would experience little or no effect, if
any, in mechanical properties from radiation from the plutonium metal during NCT. The Viton®
elastomer seals in the T-Ampoule and SC-1 and SC-2 sample containers are to maintain product
quality and are not containment boundary components and thus do not provide a safety function.

2.2.3.3 Radiation Induced Gas Generation and Materials Compatibility

There is a possibility that high radiation doses could cause the O-rings to degrade by forming
gaseous products. No data was found in a literature survey of regarding the onset of outgassing
of HF due to gamma radiation. The likelihood of HF outgassing is very low for the realistic
radiation doses calculated for NCT (2.8x 104 rad/year gamma and 3.4x104 rem/year neutron)
considering the data in the DuPont literature because mechanical properties are minimally
affected at radiation doses of 105 rad.

An evaluation of O-ring materials such as Viton®, Kel-F®, FKM, FluorelTm and Kalrez® was
performed examining the compatibility of fluorocarbon O-ring decomposition products and
containment materials in the TB-1. The structural materials considered are Ti-6A1-4V in the T-
Ampoule and sample containers, the PH13-8Mo material in the TB-i, and the tantalum foil as
packing material. The concern is that degradation of fluorine bearing elastomers, by
decomposition and outgassing, could result in the release of corrosive fluorine compounds
during normal conditions of transport. It is assumed that "corrosive fluorine compounds" refers
to the formation of hydrogen fluorine (HF). In the presence of water, HF (gas) reacts to form
aqueous HF, or hydrofluoric acid, which is a corrosive, according to the reaction below:

HF + H20 -, H 30+ + F-

Considering the availability of water within the T-Ampoule, which is closely surrounded by the
TB-1, the atmosphere within the T-Ampoule, which is sealed by an O-ring, is filled with a
standard glove box atmosphere consisting of a gaseous mixture of N/Ar/He with an oxygen and
moisture content not exceeding 100 ppm. In this case, the water content is not a concern,
because the dew point corresponding to 100 ppm (by volume), assuming all water, is -40'C
(-40'F). In addition to the negligible moisture content, the sample container is at a temperature
of 103.3'C (218'F) at NCT. Therefore, for NCT, there is insufficient water content within the
TB-I to react with any available outgassed HF species. Even in an air environment, which is
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considered the worst case scenario, any available water would likely be evaporated due to
heating (103.3°C (218'F)) from the plutonium content. i

For the corrosion resistance of the materials within the TB-1, the Ti-6A1-4V T-Ampoule is
susceptible to corrosive attack when exposed to lwt% hydrofluoric acid solutions. As noted
above, free water is not available in the glove box atmosphere that fills the T-Ampoule (< 100
ppm oxygen or moisture concentration) and is certainly unavailable at NCT temperature and
pressure [103.3°C (218'F), 29 kPa (4.2 psig)].

Per a literature search, no information on the resistance of PH13-8Mo stainless steel to corrosive
attack by fluorine compounds was found. The corrosion resistance of this material (which
nominally contains 13wt% Cr) is considered to be similar to that of type 302 stainless steel, and
is susceptible to pitting attack in the presence of halide species (CF, F-, etc.). During NCT, the
scenario in which this material would come into contact with an aqueous halide species is not
considered likely.

For the tantalum packing foil, tantalum is nonresistant to both aqueous and anhydrous
hydrofluoric acid. Tantalum is a packing material and does not provide any structural strength.

For NCT, there is insufficient water content within the TB-I to react with any available
outgassed HF species. Even in an air environment, which is considered the worst case scenario,
any available water would likely be evaporated due to heating (218'F) from the plutonium
content.

28

Based on calculated doses of < 105 rad/year for the T-Ampoule and sample container O-rings,
there is little possibility that degradation of the material due to radiation would cause release of
HF to form corrosive fluorine compounds under NCT for a period of one year.

2.2.3.4 Radiation Resistance of Viton®: Technical Information Brochure

See stand-alone document below.

0
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Technical Information

... .

V itono fluoroeL-tomer

From DuPont Performance Elastomers

Radiation Resistance of Viton®

Introduction

Vulcanizates of Viton" fNuoroelastomer, irrespective of type or filler, can withstand 10i-136 rad
(10l 0' iftkg) with littleor no effect on physical properties and 10s-10' tad (I --10 Jkg} wvh moderate

effect.(543% loss of elongaton at break, 510% increase in modulus}y 10S tad (10[ Vkg) produces a severe

effect (final elongation at break <50%}.

Handling Precautions

Using recommended handling procedures. Viono fluoroelastomer poymeis and products based on them,
in themselves, present no health hazards of which DuPont Performance ELastoners is aware- However.

certain hazards may arise. during the compounding and processing of the raw polymers into finished
products. For example. toxic vapors, which may include hydrogen f1uoride.' may be liberated from
products based on Vdatn

8 
during cure, post-cure, or service at temperatures above 2tal'C (393'F).

Adequate ventilation should be provided in wori areas where compounds or parts of VWon nwe being

processed or are likely to be exposed to temperatures in this range- Avoid breathing vapors or dusts from
such operations. If vapors or dusts are inhaled move to fresh air: By following these precautions, there
should be no problem in staying within the limits set by OSHA.. Before handling or processing Viton

0
.

be sure to read and be guided by suggestions in OuPont Perfonrmance Elastorners technical bulletin

H-7112"-02, "Handling Piecautions for Vilon°O and Related Chemicals.'

Compounding ingredients that are used with Vitono to prepare finbshed products may present hazards in

handling and use. Before proceeding with any compounding or processing work. consult and follow label
directions and handling precaultons from suppfie•rs of all ingredients.

Radiation Resistance ot Viton®

The radiation resistance ofVrbonio fluoroelastomeris summarized in the folkcraing tables. Before
discussing the results, the flbowing guidelines and definitions will be useful:

Radiatio can be defined as the transmission of high-energy waves or particles through space or
through a material medium- Energy absorption by the material may produce a variety of effects
such as crosslirrking and degradation. Excessive energy absorption usually results in failure of the
substance, either by embritt•ement due to overcrosslinking or by reversion (degradation) due to

chain cleavage.

Garrma rad-ation may be considered typical of the type to which elastomers would be subjected and

is used in many laboratory radiation studies. However, due to equipment availability. test results
reported in this technical bulletin are from exposure to beta radiation- Based on these and other tests.
evidence indicates that equivalent damage is incurred by equivalent dosages of beta and gamma

2H Lt 9 DI~.T11s l a. an a-tr con ard-•Lleg In the U-d Slts uder the o" Sa• y aneaft Ad (pelefno
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radiation under identical environmental conditions.

- Radiation dose is expressed as rad. One rad is the dose -tat produces an energy absorption of
10DO erg per gram in I cmn

3 
of al-at standard temperature and pressure. 10 rad = I megarad;

also 1 rad = 0.01 J/kg.

- In general, radiation doses are additive. A material can be assumed to have a perfect memory with
regard to radiation exposures. Thus, ten exposures of 1i4 rad (102 J/kg) are equivalent to one
exposure of 1Or rad (Ij3 J/kg).

- Concerning elastomner serviceability, a gamma radiation dose less than 5 x I0 rad
(5 x 104 Jfkg) is considered low. Up to 108 

rad (106 J/kg) is considered intermediate and
l V-l10o rad (I io-i07 J/kg) is high.

Data in Table I indicate that the type of VWon
0 

polymer has little or no effect on radiation resistance.
Viton' A-HV and VitWon B are identical to V-•tn* A at equal exposures. Table 2 demonstrates that the use
of V'ione E-GC, with a variety of fillers, does not improve resistance.

In summary, exposure of vulcanizates of Vikonc to more than 106-10' rad (I V- 10' Jlkg} produces

moderate to severe effects on physical properties.
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Table I
Conmparative Radiation* Resistance of Vitonb Fuoroelastomer

Compound IA 1B iC

Vito•• A 100 -
VWone B - 100 -
Won

0 
A-I- -0 -0 1

MT Carbon Black 20 20 20
Lim Acbity MgO 15 15 15
DiakT' No. 1 1 1 1

Vulcartizate Properties

Press Cure: 30 min at 149•C (30VF)
Oven Post-Cure: step phus 24 hr at 204°C (400F)

StressiSt-ain and Hardness-at 24'C (75-F)
Original
100% Modulus. MPa (psi) 2.6(375) 2.6 (375) 3.2 (475)
Tensile Slremngth. MPa (psi) 15.2 (2.200) 15.2 (2.200) 16.8 (2.425)
Elongation at Break, % 320 380 290
Hardness, Durameter A, points 68 60 9-

After 5 x 10 Rad (5 x 104 aXkg Radiation
100% Modulus. MPa (psi) 4A (650) 4.4 (650) 4.8(700)
Tensile Strength. MPa (psi) 15.4 (2.225) 15.2 (2.200) 15.0 (2.175)
EBongation at Break, % 230 230 220
Hardness. Durometer A. points 71 71 71

After 107 Rad (WO] JIkg) Radiation
100% Modulus. MPa (psi) 6.0(875) 5.8 (850) 5.8 (850)
Tensile S•rength, MPa (psi) 13.8 (2.00) 13.2 (1,025) 13.2 (1.025)
Elongation at Break, % 170 160 170
Hardness, Ourameter A, points 70 72 71

After 2.5 x 107 Rad (2.5 x 10 J/kg) Radiation
100% Modulus. MPa (psi) 10.4 (1.500) 11.0 (1,600) 9.6(1.400)
Tensile Strength, MPa (psi) 11.8 (1.700) 12.6 (1,825) 11.2 (1.025)
Elongaion at Break. % 110 120 110
Hardness. Durometr A, points 73 78 74

After 5 x 107 Rad (5 x IOe Jfkg) Radiation
Tensile Strength. MPa (psi) 8.6 (1.250) 0.2 (1.325} 9.2(1,325)
Elongalion at Break. % 50 55 60
Hardness. Durometer A. points 78 79 78

After l10 Rad (4t0 JhXkg) Radiation
Tensrte Strength. MPa (psi) 7.6(1,100) 7.8(1.125) 7.4 (I.D75)
Elongation at Break, % 10 10 10
Hardness, Ourometer A. points 87 87 88

'Be6a ra•idalion at morn twneaure in air h a Van de Graaf generator
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Table 2
Test Compounds of Viton* E-4OC for Radiation

t 
Experiments

Compound 2A 213 2C 2D 2E

Viton
0 

E-60C 100 iD 100 100 1 00
-igh Activity MgO 3 3 3 3 3
C-acium Hydroxide 6 6 6 6 6
Fine Groumd Calcium Carbonate - - - 30 -

Blanc Fire ...- .70
MT Black - 30 20 --

Vulcanizate Properties

Press Ctue: 15 min at 177°C (35OWF)

Oven Post-Cure: 24 hr at 232C 1450WF)

StresstStrain and Hardness-at 24°C 7T5°F1
Original
100% Moduhs. MPa (psi) 2.0 (300) 6.2(000) 4.8 (700) 6.6(950) 6.4 (025)
Tensile Strength. MPa (psi) 7.4(1.075) 13.0 (1.900) 11.8 (1,700) 15.6(2.250) 112 (1.625)
Elongation at Break. % 200 180 180 190 180
Hardness, Dormeter A. poatis 53 72 66 68 73

After 5 x 10' Rad 15 x 10' J.1kg) Radliation
Tensile Strength. MPa (psi) 5.4 (775) Q.3 (1.350) 9.3 (1350) 9.3(1,350) -

Elongation at Break. % 65 45 60 45 -

Hardness, Dxfofneter A, poants 71 85 80 85 -

After 10e Rad (10 JAkg) Radiation
Tensile Strength. MPa (psi) 6.2 (900) 9.6 (1.400) 7.6(1.100) 8.8 (1.275) -
Elongation at Break. % 45 40 25 20 -
Hardness, Duroneter A. points 82 go 88 8a -

After 2.5 x 10" Rad (2.5 x I YlJ kg) Radiation
Tensile Strengt•. MPa (psi) 10.8 (1,575) - - 6.9 (1,000) 11.9 (1.725)
Elongation at 1reak. % 15 - - <20 <20
Hardness. DOtumeter D, points 64 77 70 75 76

After 5 x 10' Rad 15 x 10e Jftkg) Radliation
Tensle Strength. MPa (psi) - - - -

Elongation at Break.% .- -.

Hardness, DurometerD. points 8s 81 80 85 80

Beta radtAlM rirn a G.E. elleaon resnant tu'astormer

0
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Test Procedures

Prooertv Measured Test Procedure

Compression Set

Compression Set - Low Temperature

Compression Set. O-rings

Hardness

Mooney Scorch

Mooney Viscosy

ODR (Vulcaniaon characteristics measured

wAit an oscilaling disk cure meter)

Property Change After Oven Heal-Aging

Stress/Strain Properties

100% Modutus

Tensle Strength

Elongalion &I Break

Stfness. Torsional. Clash-Berg

Temperature Retaction

Volume Change in Fluids

ASTM D395-55. Method B (25% dellection)

ASTM D1220987. Method 8 (25% deffecton)

ASTM D1414-78 (87)

ASTM D224("7. Durometer A

ASTM D1646-87. using the small rotor

Minimum viscosity and tine to a 1-, 5- or a 1 G-u- rise

are reported.

ASTM D164"-87. ten pass 100)C (212'F). 12MC (250'F)

ASTM D20-34

ASTM 0673-81

ASTM D412-87. pulled al 8.5 mrr/s (20 inhnin)

ASThI D1043-87

ASTI D1329-813

ASTM D471-79

Note: Test twnperature Is 24'C (75F) except where spedited "etwwte
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2.3 Fabrication and Examination
PAT-1040 "Titanium and O-ring Materials and Component Fabrication Specification" (see
Section 1.3.3 in this addendum) provides for the procurement, fabrication, and examination of
the T-Ampoule, Sample Container-i, Sample Container-2, inner Cradle, and O-rings. Areas
described include:

* ASTM materials specifications, minimums are specified for yield strength, ultimate
tensile strength, elongation at tensile failure, reduction in area at failure

• SAE AMS 0-ring specifications for material and tolerances

* Fabrication - includes requirements for quality assurance, fabrication, inspection and
examination, product marking, surface finish, packaging and shipping, and
documentation

2.3.1 Fabrication

The fabrication specification for the T-Ampoule and other components is provided in Section
1.3.3, "PAT-1040 Titanium and O-ring Materials and Component Fabrication Specification."
Since the T-Ampoule is considered as an "Other Safety Component" of a Category I package
(see NUREG/CR-385420), the selected standard for the T-Ampoule is ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code (Section VIIi, Division 121). As defined in Section 5.0 within the PAT-1040
specification, the T-Ampoule was designed (see Section 2.12.8) and will be fabricated and
inspected to meet the requirements of ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (Section VIII,
Division 1). ASTM standards are used for the procurement of the materials used for fabrication.

2.3.2 Examination

The examination requirements for the T-Ampoule and other components are provided in Section
1.3.3, "PAT-1040 Titanium and O-ring Materials and Component Fabrication Specification." As
defined in Section 5.0 in the PAT-1040 specification, the T-Ampoule will be inspected to meet
the requirements of ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (Section VIII, Division 1).

2.4 General Requirements for All Packages

2.4.1 Minimum Package Size

The PAT-I package measures 62 cm (24 '/2 in.) outside diameter (OD) by 108 cm (42 '/2 in.)
long.

2.4.2 Tamper-Indicating Device

A wire tamper seal is wired to the bolted connection on the lid clamping ring (Ring, Clamp,
Modified (1006))* on the AQ-1 drum closure.

The drawing title names are shown in italics. See Section 1.3.2 for engineering drawings of the components.
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2.4.3 Positive Closure
No change for the PAT-I. Positive closure of the PAT-I is described in Section 2.4.2 of the
SAR.1

2.5 Lifting and Tie-Down Standards for All Packages

2.5.1 Lifting Devices
No change. This analysis for the PAT-I package is covered in Section 2.4.3 of the SAR.

2.5.2 Tie-Down Devices

No change. Thus analysis for the PAT-I package is covered in Section 2.4.3 of the SAR.'

2.6 Normal Conditions of Transport
This section evaluates the replacement of the PC-I and its contents and associated packing with
the T-Ampoule and its contents and associated packing. The T-Ampoule replacement has no
effect on the NCT structural performance of the TB-I and AQ-1 overpack as demonstrated in
this section. The temperature invariance of titanium alloy, T-Ampoule material properties, is
shown in Section 2.12.4.14, vibration is addressed in Section 2.6.5, and free drops from the NCT
(see Section 2.12.5.3), HAC (see Section 2.1.1.1) Dynamic Crush, and 30 ft Drop (see Section
2.1.1.1).

The wall structure in the T-Ampoule did not rupture and the TB-1 remains nearly elastic
(excepting minimal localized internal "denting" from contents impacts) during the 10 CFR 71.74
air transport accident impact evaluations described in Section 2.8 and Section 2.12.5.4. Since the
loads imposed by the T-Ampoule contents in the 10 CFR 71.71 NCT impact test are
considerably smaller, they will not threaten the integrity of the T-Ampoule or TB-i. In addition,
the original NCT testing performed for the SARW showed no effect on the TB-i. This was
verified in Section 2.12.5.3.2 analytically for the NCT side drop, which showed no plasticity in
either the T-Ampoule or the TB-1, and TB-I through-thickness stress intensities below ASME
limits in Table 2-4. The only condition examined is the potential for different thermal effects
due to the change in contents (e.g., T-Ampoule). Possible deformation of the sample container
Inner Cradle was investigated analytically, as well, in order to verify that the initial position of
the sample containers was not changed for the HAC and air transport accident environments.

The following sections on the NCT provide a discussion of the NCT tests required by
10 CFR 71.71 and demonstrate that the package meets the acceptance criteria.

2.6.1 Heat
The following section summarizes the stresses induced in the TB-I under the thermal conditions
of NCT.

2.6.1.1 Summary of Pressures and Temperatures

The average internal surface temperature of the T-Ampoule during NCT has been found in
Section 3 to be 103.3°C (218 0F). This produces a maximum internal pressure in the TB-I of
18.8 psia due to the temperature difference, with a total internal pressure of 18.9 psia if helium
generation (0.067 psia, computed in Section 4) is included. Ignoring any containment by the
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T-Ampoule and regardless of specific contents, this pressure (18.9 psia, 130.3 kPa; 4.2 psig, 29
kPa absolute) defines the maximum normal operating pressure (MNOP) for the TB-1.

2.6.1.2 Differential Thermal Expansion

Since the original testing did not observe any effect of differential thermal expansion on the
TB-1, only the potential for the T-Ampoule expanding into contact with the TB-I will be
examined. Differential thermal expansion is evaluated for the NCT temperature of 103TC
(218'F), which produces the highest differential thermal expansion between room temperature
and the lowest (-40TC (-40'F) and the highest 103TC (218'F) NCT temperature for the TB-I.
The Military Handbook6 reports a coefficient of thermal expansion (a) for the Ti-6A1-4V used
for the T-Ampoule of 5.1 x 10-6 in./in./°F in the range of temperatures from 70'F to 312'F (see
also Section 2.12.4.14 in this addendum).

A conservative estimate of the maximum expansion of the T-Ampoule can be calculated by
assuming the T-Ampoule is a 7.418-in.-long cylinder (the actual T-Ampoule is capped) with an
outer diameter of 4.22 in. The T-Ampoule reaches a maximum temperature of 250'F (121'C) as
stated in Section 3, Table 3-1. Assuming a temperature increase of 180°F (250'F - 700F), the
expansion produced equals aATL, or 0.0068 in. in the longitudinal direction and 0.0122 in. in
circumference (or 0.0039 in. in diameter). Since the gap between the T-Ampoule and the TB-1
is 0.015 in. around the entire perimeter, the expansion is conservatively estimated to be about
13% to 23% of the total gap because the TB-1 would also expand outward, allowing for more
expansion of the T-Ampoule. Therefore, no stresses are induced by differential thermal
expansion for NCT conditions.

2.6.1.3 Stress Calculations

Since the testing for the SARW documents the adequacy of the TB-1 under pressures exceeding
34.3 psia, the Maximum Normal Operating Pressure (MNOP) for this addendum of 18.9 psia
pressure possible for the NCT decay heat and helium generation will also be in compliance. A
simple check of the stresses in a cylinder under 18.9 psia pressure, using the outer diameter of
the cylindrical section of the TB-i (5.35 in.) and a thickness of 0.55 in., yields pr/t = 20.4 psi
(4.2 psig x 2.675 in./0.55 in.). Since this stress is considerably below the allowable stress, and
because of the test results from the SAR,' no detailed stress calculation was performed due to
thermal effects.

Although the T-Ampoule is only a eutectic barrier, it is useful to show that the stresses due to
NCT decay heat and helium generation are low. Using the T-Ampoule outer diameter of
4.220 in. and a minimum thickness of 0.060 in. yields pr/t = 147.7 psi (4.2 psig x 2.11
in./0.060 in.). Since this stress is considerably low (<1 ksi), as well as being considerably below
localized contact stresses from impacting contents in accident conditions (shown in subsequent
sections), it can be neglected in those detailed structural analyses.

2.6.1.4 Comparison with Allowable Stresses

The first load combination listed under NCT in Table 2-2 consists of a hot environment of 1 00°F
with maximum insolation, maximum decay heat, and maximum internal pressure. In Section 3,
the average internal surface temperature obtained from the decay heat in the T-Ampoule was
103.3TC (218'F) for the analysis starting at 38TC (100°F) with maximum insolation as specified
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in 10 CFR 71.71. These temperatures were used to compute the MNOP at 4.2 psig (18.9 psia),
which is extended out to the TB-I by ignoring any containment by the T-Ampoule. Since the
decay heat does not cause the gap between the T-Ampoule and the TB-I to close, no stresses are
induced as a result of thermal expansion due to the change in the package. A simple pr/t
estimate of the stress due to the 4.2 psig internal pressure produces a stress of 20.4 psi. This is
considerably below the 50,800 psi allowable stress in the TB-I at 1 14C (238TF).

2.6.2 Cold
The second load combination listed under NCT in Table 2-2 consists of a cold environment of
-400F, with no insolation, decay heat, or internal pressure. The assumption of no insolation and
no decay heat is conservative since the lowest temperature would produce the large differential
temperature. The MNOP gage pressure calculated in Section 2.6.1.1 of this addendum of
4.2 psig is negligible when any expansion of the T-Ampoule or TB-i due to internal pressure is
considered. During the testing for the SAR,' the package was cold soaked for 48 hours at -40 0 F.
Only the thermal contraction of the TB-I vessel into contact with the newly added T-Ampoule
could impose different stresses on the TB-I than those that occurred in the original test. As
shown in Section 2.12.4.9, the coefficient of thermal expansion of the stainless steel PH13-8Mo
used for the TB-I is approximately 5.9E-6 in/in/0 F. A temperature decrease from 707F to -40°F
produces a 1107F temperature reduction. Assuming the TB-I to be a cylinder of length 8.68 in.
with a 5.35 in. diameter (outer diameter of main TB-I body) gives a reduction of length equal to
aATL, or 0.0056 in. and a decrease in circumference of approximately 0.011 in. (a decrease of
0.0035 in. in diameter). Since the gap between the T-Ampoule and the TB-I is 0.015 in. around
the entire perimeter, the contraction is conservatively estimated to be between 12 and 19% of the
total gap. This does not account for the reduction in size of the T-Ampoule. Therefore, there is
no potential for stress induced in the TB-I due to differential thermal expansion/contraction with
the T-Ampoule.

2.6.3 Reduced External Pressure
The PAT-I package was subjected to and shown capable of withstanding a reduced external
pressure of less than 0.5 atmospheres (<7.35 psia) during the SARI testing to show compliance
with 10 CFR 71.71. The changes in this addendum will have no effect on these results.

2.6.4 Increased External Pressure
The PAT-1 package was subjected to and shown capable of withstanding an external pressure of
600 psi during the SAR testing. It will therefore, be capable of withstanding the 20 psi absolute
pressure required by 10 CFR 71.71. The changes in this addendum will have no effect on these
results.

2.6.5 Vibration
Vibration was examined during the testing for the SAR and showed no effect on the package.
The shock and vibration loads encompassing road, rail, and air transportation are negligible
compared to the impact loads associated with the NCT drop test, ) 5 for which a detailed analysis
showed elastic response for both the T-Ampoule and TB-I (see Section 2.12.5.3). The changes
in this addendum will have no effect on these results.
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2.6.6 Water Spray
The water spray test was conducted during the SAR testing and showed no effect.

2.6.7 Free Drop
A series of free drops were conducted during the testing for the SAR. I The effects were
determined to be "inconsequential" and the package met the acceptance standards specified in
10 CFR 71.71. However, this addendum proposes a change in contents within the TB-I. The
air transport accident analyses performed with the new contents (see Section 2.8) show that the
TB-I remains essentially elastic for each of the cases examined. Since the air transport accident
will be considerably more severe than the NCT 4-foot drops, the TB-I will remain elastic for the
NCT free drops supported by analyses in Section 2.12.5.3.

2.6.8 Corner Drop
Since the PAT-I package exceeds 220 lbs, it is not required to be subjected to the corner drop.

2.6.9 Compression

This analysis is covered in Section 2.6.10 of the SAR.' The package was unaffected by the
compression test. The changes in this addendum will have no effect on these results.

2.6.10 Penetration
This analysis is covered in Section 2.6.9 of the SAR.1 The TB-I was unaffected by the
penetration test. The changes in this addendum will have no effect on these results.

2.7 Hypothetical Accident Conditions
This section evaluates the replacement of the PC-I and its contents and associated packing with
the T-Ampoule and its contents and associated packing. The T-Ampoule replacement has no
effect on the HAC structural performance of the TB-I and AQ-1 overpack as documented in this
section.

The wall structure in the T-Ampoule does not rupture and the TB-i remains essentially elastic
during the 10 CFR 71.74 air transport accident impact evaluations described in Section 2.8 and
Section 2.12.5. Since the loads imposed by the T-Ampoule contents in the 10 CFR 71.73 HAC
impact test are considerably smaller, they will not threaten the integrity of the T-Ampoule or
TB-1. In addition, the original HAC testing performed for the SARW showed no effect on the
TB-I. A 30-ft drop analysis in each of the end, side, and corner impact orientations was
performed in Section 2.1.1.1 to demonstrate these assumptions and verify acceptable
T-Ampoule and TB-I response. Other conditions examined in this addendum are the potential
for different thermal effects due to the change in contents (e.g., T-Ampoule) and the dynamic
crush event, which was not examined in the SAR testing.

The dynamic crush event was evaluated using an undamaged package, although a small quantity
of overpack crush would have occurred in the 30-ft drop. This assumption is justified because
less than 2% of the available redwood in each of the three linear dimensions (for end, side, and
CGOC) is crushed in the 30-ft drop. For example, in the CGOC 0.684 inches of lineal diagonal
redwood is crushed out of the 36 inches of diagonally available redwood on both sides of the
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TB-I (even lower percentages for side and end impacts); thus at least 98% of the lineal redwood
is still available for crush in the dynamic crush event. Since the overpack is thick enough and
designed to absorb the energy of a 422 ft/sec impact (not just a 44 ft/sec impact, which is only
1% of the kinetic energy), it still has sufficient crush capacity to absorb the subsequent dynamic
crush event after a 30 ft drop, and no additional loading would occur to the TB-I since it remains
fully elastic in both cases. Only minimal localized plasticity (0.26%) occurred in the T-Ampoule
during the 30-ft side impact (none seen in the other 30 ft drops), so assuming an essentially
undamaged package for the subsequent dynamic crush is justified.

The following HAC sections provide a discussion of the HAC tests required by 10 CFR 71.73
and demonstrates that the package meets the acceptance criteria.

2.7.1 Free Drop

Based on the series of analyses performed for the high-speed aircraft impact which showed that
the TB-I remains essentially elastic under that more severe condition, and that the testing for the
SAR showed no damage to the TB-I, only three 30-ft drop analyses were performed for this
addendum: a side, end, and CG-over-corner drop. The contents for each case were chosen to
have the likely highest stresses and/or strains based on extensive aircraft impact analyses.

2.7.1.1 End Drop

One end drop analysis is examined: a lid-end impact with an angled 831 g plutonium metal
hollow cylinder.

2.7.1.2 Side Drop

One side drop analyses is examined: a two-sample-container 45-degree-rotated side impact.

2.7.1.3 Corner Drop

One corner drop analyses is examined: a CG-over-corner impact with a straight 831 g plutonium
metal hollow cylinder.

2.7.1.4 Oblique Drops
No oblique drop analyses are examined.

2.7.1.5 Summary of Results

in order to verify package response with the different contents from the original SAR,' one end,
side, and corner drop analysis was performed. As shown in Section 2.1.1.1, TB-I through-
thickness stress intensities remained below allowables in Table 2-4 and the containment vessel
response was elastic (excepting small localized outer surface points where contact modeling
artifacts exist). The seal and closure area of the TB-I also remained fully elastic (like the test
results from the SAR 1), so the vessel maintained containment to a release of less than I A2 in a
week. The T-Ampoule had only the smallest of plasticity at points where the plutonium metal
hollow cylinder impacted it, and thus its seal and structural integrity as a eutectic barrier were
maintained.
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2.7.2 Crush
The dynamic crush load combination was examined because the PAT-I overall density fell
below 62.4 lb/ft3 at approximately 50.8 lb/ft3, and the overall mass of approximately 500 lb fell
below 1100 lb (10 CFR 71.73). Therefore, the full model of the PAT-I (see Figure 2-7 of
Section 2.12.2) was subjected to the drop of an 1100 lb steel plate from a height of 30 ft. The
PAT-I was placed in the side position and resting on an unyielding surface. The side position
has the least quantity of redwood between the TB-I and the steel impacting plate, however end
and CG-over-corner cases were also analyzed. The 40 in. x 40 in. x 2.4 in. steel plate was
oriented in a flat position when dropped, impacting the PAT-i at 528 in./s. The 831 g and 731 g
plutonium metal hollow cylinders (straight and angled), as well as 2 and 3 sample container
contents analysis cases were examined in the dynamic crush environment. These analyses are
summarized in Section 2.12.5, Subsections 2.1.1.1. The contents models were constructed by
conservatively ignoring the optional tantalum foil packing and placing the cylinder and sample
containers at the bottom of the T-Ampoule (when placed in a side orientation). For the plutonium
metal hollow cylinders contents, as well as the sample containers contents dynamic crush
analyses, the maximum observed through-thickness stress intensity was less than 23.5 ksi at any
time during the event, which is far below the allowable through-thickness primary membrane
stress of 106.6 ksi at 238°F (1 140C).

The analyses were performed on an undamaged package although the free drop is required to
precede the crush. This is justified due to only minor denting of the outer drum observed during
the 30-foot free drop testing for the SAR.' In addition, the high-speed aircraft accident analyses
described in Section 2.12.5 show that the TB-I remains elastic except for localized deformations
in much more severe impacts. Therefore, no damage will occur to the TB-I during the free drop,
which further demonstrates the acceptability of analyzing the crush with an undamaged package.
This is supported by the free drop analyses summarized in Section 2.1.1.1.

2.7.3 Puncture

The original test produced only a minor imprint on the outer drum of the AQ-1; there was no
effect on the TB-i.

2.7.4 Thermal
The following section summarizes the stresses induced in the TB-I under the thermal conditions
of HAC.

2.7.4.1 Summary of Pressures and Temperatures

The average internal surface temperature of the T-Ampoule during HAC was found to be 136'C
(276°F) as documented in Section 3. As calculated in Section 4, the combination of temperature
increase and helium generation produces a maximum internal pressure in the TB-I for HAC of
20.5 psia.

2.7.4.2 Differential Thermal Expansion

Since the original testing did not observe any effect of differential thermal expansion on the
TB-1, only the potential for the T-Ampoule expanding into contact with the TB-I will be
examined. The Military Handbook6 reports a coefficient of thermal expansion (a) for the Ti-6A1-
4V used for the T-Ampoule of 5.1 x 10-6 in./in./°F in the range of temperatures for the HAC.
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A conservative estimate of the maximum expansion of the T-Ampoule can be calculated by
assuming the T-Ampoule is a 7.418-in.-long cylinder (the actual T-Ampoule is capped) with a
diameter of 4.22 in. The T-Ampoule reaches a maximum temperature of 308'F (153QC) as stated
in Section 3. Assuming a temperature increase of 238°F (308'F - 70'F), the expansion produced
equals aATL, or 0.0090 in. in the longitudinal direction and 0.0161 in. in circumference (or
0.0051 in. in diameter). Since the gap between the T-Ampoule and the TB-I is 0.015 in. around
the entire perimeter, the expansion is conservatively estimated to be about 17% to 30% of the
total gap because the TB-1 would also expand outward, allowing for more expansion of the
T-Ampoule. Therefore, no stresses are induced by differential thermal expansion for HAC
conditions.

2.7.4.3 Stress Calculations

Since the testing for the SAR showed the adequacy of the TB-I under pressures exceeding
34.3 psia, the 20.5 psia pressure possible for the HAC thermal event will also be in compliance.
A simple check of the stresses in a cylinder under 20.5 psia pressure, using the outer diameter or
the cylindrical section of the TB-1 (5.35 in.) and a thickness of 0.55 in., yields pr/t = 28.2 psi
(5.8 psig x 2.675 in./0.55 in.). Since this stress is considerably below the allowable stress, and
because of the test results from the SAR, no detailed stress calculation was performed.

2. 7.4.4 Comparison with Allowable Stresses

The thermal fire load combination listed under HAC in Table 2-2 consists of the fire conditions
examined in Section 3 with maximum insolation, maximum decay heat, and maximum internal
pressure. In Section 3, the average internal surface temperature obtained in the T-Ampoule was
136 'C (277 'F) for the analysis. The internal pressure in the TB-i increased from the MNOP 0
value of 18.9 psia to 20.5 psia during the fire (ignoring containment by the T-Ampoule). The
maximum internal pressure during the fire therefore induces a primary membrane stress of
28.2 psi. Since the decay heat and fire do not cause the gap between the T-Ampoule and the TB-
1 to cause compression in the T-Ampoule, no stresses are induced as the result of thermal
expansion. Therefore, the total primary membrane stresses induced by the fire load combination
for the HAC is 28.2 psi, far below the allowable membrane stress of 102,900 psi at 147TC
(296°F).

2.7.5 Immersion - Fissile Material

The TB-I remained sealed during the immersion test (see Section 2.7.5 of the SARW).

2.7.6 Immersion - All Packages

The TB-1 remained sealed during the immersion test (see Section 2.8.3 of the SARW).

2.7.7 Deep Water Immersion Test (for Type B Packages Containing More than
10' AD

This test does not apply for Type B packages containing less than 105 A2.

2.7.8 Summary of Damage
Since no damage was observed in the TB-I during the original 30-foot free drop conducted for
the SAR and since the high-speed aircraft accident examined in Section 2.8 shows the TB-1
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remaining essentially elastic (excepting minimal localized denting from solid metal contents)
under those conditions, only a few free drop analyses were conducted to verify the fully-elastic
condition of the TB-I, and to assess overpack deformation before dynamic crush. The dynamic
crush event was not examined during the SARW testing and was therefore examined here, in
Sections 2.8.4 and 2.1.1.1. The numerous cases examined included side, end, and CG-over-
comer impacts with two sizes and orientations of plutonium metal hollow cylinders, as well as 2
and 3 sample container sets of contents. The maximum dynamic crush stresses observed in the
TB-I were those resulting from local impacts of the contents on the T-Ampoule and then to the
TB-i. These stresses are not primary membrane stresses, but are conservatively compared with
those allowables. Although some localized high stresses exist on the outer TB-I surface due to
minor contact modeling artifacts, neither peak internal denting stresses from impacts of the
contents nor peak through-thickness stresses in the containment vessel (all less than 40 ksi) do
not approach the allowable 106.6 ksi from Table 2-4.

For the dynamic crush plutonium metal hollow cylinder contents, as well as the sample container
contents analyses, the maximum observed through-thickness stress intensity was less than 23.5
ksi at any time during the event which is far below the allowable through-thickness primary
membrane stress of 106.6 ksi at 238°F (I 14C). The peak TB-1 stress magnitudes (localized, not
through-thickness) were higher, but were either due to localized contents impacts or due to small
contact issues at the outer comers of the TB-i, and in no way threaten the integrity of the
containment boundary.

No examination of the puncture was performed because no damage was observed during the
original test. For the fire test, the average temperature of the TB-I during HAC was found to be
136°C (276°F) as determined in Section 3.4.3. This produces a maximum internal pressure in
the TB-I of 5.8 psig as computed in Section 4.3, ignoring any containment by the T-Ampoule.
Using a simple pr/t estimate of the stresses in the TB-1, the internal pressure due to the fire
induces a primary membrane stress of 28.2 psi. This is far below the allowable membrane stress
of 102,900 psi at 153°C (308'F). It was also demonstrated that no stresses will be induced in the
TB-I as the result of differential thermal expansion with the T-Ampoule. Finally, the SARI

demonstrated that the TB- I will not be susceptible to the immersion tests required for HAC.
Overall, no damage will be experienced by the TB-i during the HAC conditions outlined in 10
CFR 71.73. The TB-I maintained containment during the original testing and will continue to
do so here.

2.8 Accident Conditions for Air Transport of Plutonium

2.8.1 Discussion

This section discusses the analyses conducted on the PAT-I package subjected to the
requirements of 10 CFR 71.74 (Accident conditions for air transport of plutonium 4). The
analyses were performed using the SNL-developed, nonlinear finite element code, PRONTO-
3D. PRONTO-3D is a structural mechanics code developed specifically for impact analysis. It
uses an explicit time-integration algorithm for solving equations of motion and accurately
calculating highly nonlinear deformations, including automatically determining buckling
response. PRONTO has been used successfully at Sandia National Laboratories for many years
to accurately model impact and large-deformation solid mechanics problems.'', 12, 15, 16, 17, 18
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The primary purpose of these analyses is to show that the inner container, the T-Ampoule, does
not rupture during the air transport accident condition. The complete analyses consist of six
separate sets of analyses, as shown in the flowchart in Figure 2-3. The first sets of analyses are
of the full package assembly (see Section 2.12.2, Full Model Validation Analysis, in this
addendum). These consist of a full package model, high-speed impact analysis to simulate the
requirements of 10 CFR 71.74, as well as a full package analysis of the low-velocity NCT free
drop for determining the positioning of the internals.

Safety Margin

Figure 2-3. Flowchart of PAT-1 Analyses

The original package certification was performed by testing the PAT-I package assembly.
During these tests, neither accelerometers nor strain gages were placed on the package.
Therefore, elastic strains and deceleration impulses of the test package are not known. Redwood
overpack gross deformations were measured and photographed, and this deformation data from
the original certification tests was used to validate the high-speed impact model. This overpack
performance evaluation was done with a simplified model of the original PuO 2 powder and at the
higher impact velocity of the actual test (445 ft/sec) (see Section 2.12.2.3, Original Certification
Test Analysis with the Validation Model, in this addendum).

A "most detailed" model of the package and its various solid metal contents (including the rolled
304 SS outer skin lids on each end, the T-Ampoule, cradle, and sample containers) was used in 0
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NCT 4-ft. drop impacts to verify that the Inner Cradle remains essentially elastic, so that position
of the sample containers can be verified for subsequent HAC and high speed (air transport)
impact analyses (see Section 2.12.2.7, Full Model NCT and HAC, in this addendum). This
"most detailed" finite element model was also used for HAC dynamic crush impact analyses,
since the outer skin lid deformation provides significant energy absorption in this relatively low-
energy event. A slightly less detailed model (no rolled lids on each end of the 304 SS overpack
skin) was used for the high-velocity impact analyses where virtually all of the energy absorption
occurs in the redwood overpack. The primary outputs from the high-velocity impact analyses
are stresses and plastic strains in the T-Ampoule wall and the TB-1. These outputs will be used
to evaluate the integrity of the T-Ampoule and the TB-1. TB-I wall stress outputs in the HAC
dynamic crush cases are used to compare to through-thickness ASME stress allowables,
verifying the primary containment boundary's integrity in 10 CFR 71.73 environments.

A series of impact tests (see Section 2.1.1, Impact Test and Material Failure Criterion, in the
addendum) were also conducted on the TB-1 component materials. 9 Analysis of these tests
served two purposes: (1) to provide additional benchmarking and validation for the analyses and
for the finite element code, and (2) to provide data for developing a strain-based locus in stress
triaxiality and equivalent strain space. These data, along with the results from the high-velocity
impact analyses, are used in the result evaluation step to determine a safety margin on the
strength of the T-Ampoule wall. Although the impact tests and full package impact analyses
were conducted using room-temperature materials, this is deemed a reasonable approximation
because of the constant value of the elongation of titanium shown in Figure 2-60 and the small
change in yield strength shown in Figure 2-59 over a temperature range of-20°F to 2000 F.

The final analysis (see Section 2.8.5, Bolt Analysis, Section 2.12.6 Bolt Analysis, and Figure
2-506 is a bolt analysis performed on the TB-I closure bolts. Using the impulse loading
determined in the high-velocity TB-I end impact analyses, along with the loading from the
original full model (validation) analyses, an analytical calculation is performed to determine the
margin of safety in the TB-I lid bolts.

2.8.2 Full Package Validation Model

Analyses of the original PAT-I package certification tests were performed to validate the
redwood overpack constitutive model during the high-speed aircraft accident test condition
(10 CFR 71.74). A full description of the model and results are presented in Section 2.12.2, Full
Model Validation Analyses, in this addendum. The same overpack model is then combined with
more detailed models of the new solid metal contents and used in NCT, HAC, and high velocity
impact analyses to determine the effect of the internal components on the integrity of the
titanium T-Ampoule, which acts as a eutectic barrier between the contents and the stainless-steel
TB-I vessel.

2.8.3 Impact Test and Material Failure

In support of the PAT-I SARW analysis, a series of impact tests were conducted using the SNL
18" horizontal actuator 9 and the DT-45 drop table.' 9 These tests had two main purposes: (1) to
provide data for validating the finite element model, and (2) to provide data for developing a
strain-based failure locus. A brief summary of the impact tests is given in Section 2. 1. 1, Impact
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Test and Material Failure Criterion, in this addendum, along with details of the finite element
model used for code validation.

Using the finite element model and the data from the titanium impact tests, a strain locus in
stress-triaxiality-equivalent strain space was developed for the titanium material. The resulting
locus is shown in Figure 2-4; the development of these curves is presented in Section 2.12.3.3.
The curves were developed with data from the titanium impact or and the titanium cup
(simulated T-Ampoule). The curves represent highly strained regions of the test specimens,
showing their loading path and stress states. It should be noted that this is not a failure locus,
since no cracks were formed in the test. The only curve that was taken to failure is the tensile
test specimen, which had a failure strain of 62%. In this sense, the highly strained regions of the
T-Ampoule in the high velocity impact analyses (see Section 2.12.5) can be compared with the
locus in Figure 2-4, and a safety margin based on comparing the strains generated in the test
specimen to the strains generated in the submodel finite element analysis can be calculated based
on its location in the locus. For elements exceeding the tested strain locus, a Tearing Parameter
is integrated over the plastic strain, and is compared to the critical Tearing Parameter value for
the Ti-6A1-4V to determine a safety margin.

Strain Locus
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Figure 2-4. Strain Locus Developed from Titanium
Experiment and Finite Element Model

2.8.4 NCT, HAC, and High Velocity Impact Analyses

Detailed impact analyses of the PAT-I package and its components were conducted to determine
the response of the TB-I and T-Ampoule to internal impacts from the contents, as well as
external compressive and bending loads from the redwood overpack. As discussed in Section
2. 1, the components within the titanium T-Ampoule consist of either cast plutonium metal
hollow cylinders with a mass of 831 g or 731 g, or titanium sample containers containing
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plutonium material (or a Pu/Be composite). A full description of the detailed package models
and results are presented in Section 2.12.5, Component Analyses Using Complete Model, in this
addendum. Numerous impact cases were analyzed: end, side, CG-over-corner impacts for
plutonium metal hollow cylinders, solid delta-phase Pu cylinders inside sample containers, and
smaller Pu/Be composite cylinders inside sample containers.

Table 2-7, Table 2-8, Table 2-9, and Table 2-10 list the various NCT, HAC, and High Velocity
impact analyses that were conducted for evaluating package performance with the solid metal
contents.

Table 2-7. Normal Conditions of Transport (NCT)
Impact Analyses (6), Components, and Orientations

Run No. Component Submodel Orientation

1 2 SC-2 Sample Containers, delta Pu Lid end impact

4 3 SC-1 Sample Containers, delta Pu Lid end impact

2 2 SC-2 Sample Containers, delta Pu Side impact

3 2 SC-2 Sample Containers, delta Pu Side impact, 45-degree-rotated

5 3 SC-I Sample Containers, delta Pu Side impact

6 3 SC-1 Sample Containers, delta Pu Side impact, 45-degree-rotated

Table 2-8. Hypothetical Accident Condition (HAC) Dynamic Crush Analyses (20),
Components, and Orientations

Run No. Component Submodel Orientation
1 2 SC-2 Sample Containers, delta Pu Lid end impact

2 2 SC-2 Sample Containers, delta Pu Side impact

3 2 SC-2 Sample Containers, delta Pu Side impact, 45-degree-rotated

4 2 SC-2 Sample Containers, delta Pu CGOC impact

5 2 SC-2 Sample Containers, delta Pu CGOC impact, 45-degree-
rotated

6 3 SC-i Sample Containers, delta Pu Lid end impact

7 3 SC-1 Sample Containers, delta Pu Side impact

8 3 SC-1 Sample Containers, delta Pu Side impact, 45-degree-rotated

9 3 SC-1 Sample Containers, delta Pu CGOC impact

10 3 SC-1 Sample Containers, delta Pu CGOC impact, 45-degree-
rotated

11 831 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Cylinder, alpha Lid end impact
Pu

12 831 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Cylinder, alpha Side impact
Pu

13 831 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Cylinder, alpha Lid end impact, angled cylinder
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Run No. Component Submodel Orientation
Pu

14 831 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Cylinder, alpha Side impact, angled cylinder
Pu

15 831 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Cylinder, alpha CGOC impact, angled cylinder
Pu

16 731 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Cylinder, alpha Lid end impact
Pu

17 731 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Cylinder, alpha Side impact
Pu

18 731 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Cylinder, alpha Lid end impact, angled cylinder
Pu

19 731 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Cylinder, alpha Side impact, angled cylinder
Pu

20 731 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Cylinder, alpha CGOC impact, angled cylinder
Pu

Table 2-9. High Velocity (Aircraft) Impact Analyses (27), Components, and Orientations

Run No. Component Submodel Orientation

1 831 g Plutonium Metal Bottom position, top impact
Hollow Cylinder, alpha Pu

2 831 g Plutonium Metal Bottom position (angled), top impact
Hollow Cylinder, alpha Pu

3 831 g Plutonium Metal Bottom position (angled), CGOC impact
Hollow Cylinder, alpha Pu

4 831 g Plutonium Metal Far side position, side impact

Hollow Cylinder, alpha Pu

5 831 g Plutonium Metal . Far side position (angled), side impact
Hollow Cylinder, alpha Pu

6 731 g Plutonium Metal Bottom position, top impact
Hollow Cylinder, alpha Pu

7 731 g Plutonium Metal Bottom position (angled), top impact
Hollow Cylinder, alpha Pu

8 731 g Plutonium Metal Bottom position (angled), CGOC impact
Hollow Cylinder, alpha Pu

9 731 g Plutonium Metal Far side position, side impact
Hollow Cylinder, alpha Pu

10 731 g Plutonium Metal Far side position (angled), side impact
Hollow Cylinder, alpha Pu

II SC-1 - Pu Bottom position, support structure 00, top impact

12 SC-1 - Pu Far side position, support structure 00,side impact
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Run No. Component Submodel Orientation
13 SC-1 - Pu Far side position, support structure 450, side impact

14 SC-1 - Pu Bottom position, support structure 0', CGOC impact

15 SC-1 - Pu Bottom position, support structure 450, CGOC impact

16 SC-2 - Pu Bottom position, support structure 0', top impact

17 SC-2 - Pu Far side position, support structure 0°,side impact

18 SC-2 - Pu Far side position, support structure 45', side impact

19 SC-2 - Pu Bottom position, support structure 0', CGOC impact

20 SC-2 - Pu Bottom position, support structure 45', CGOC impact

21 SC-1 - Be Bottom position, angled Be, support structure 0', top impact

22 SC-1 -Be Far side position, angled Be, support structure 00, side impact

23 SC-I - Be Far side position, angled Be, support structure 45', side impact

24 SC-1 -Be Bottom position, angled Be, support structure 0', CGOC impact

25 SC-i -Be Bottom position, angled Be, support structure 450, CGOC impact

26 SC-2 - Pu Far side position, support structure 450, side impact, friction 0.4

27 SC-2 - Pu Far side position, support structure 450, side impact, friction 0.2

Table 2-10. 30-ft Drop Impact Analyses (3), Components, and Orientations

Run Component Submodel Orientation
No.

I SC-2 - Pu Far side position, support structure 450,
side impact

2 831 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Bottom position (angled), top impact
Cylinder, alpha Pu

3 831 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Bottom position (angled), CGOC impact
Cylinder, alpha Pu

Figure 2-5 is a summary plot of the Tearing Parameter versus equivalent plastic strain for the
highest-value elements in the T-Ampoule body from 19 of the HAC and High Velocity impact
analyses, or at least those that have any elements extending beyond the Bao-Wierzbicki (B-W)
strain locus. The purpose of the plot is to assess the margin that exists in the T-Ampoule wall for
sites that may initiate ductile tearing. The lowest factor of safety shown in this plot is 1.63
(critical Tearing Parameter is 1.0 12, divided by peak Tearing Parameter value of 0.62, equals
1.63). It is important to note that some of the element locations within the T-Ampoule body are
along the internal closure lip, which would not threaten T-Ampoule integrity even if tear
initiation were ever to occur. As detailed in Section 2.12.5, the maximum number of elements
exceeding the B-W strain locus in any one impact analysis is 126 (out of 580,000 elements in the
T-Ampoule model).

Figure 2-6 is a summary plot of the B-W strain locus for the highest-TP value element in Figure
2-5, for comparison. Note that although all of these elements extend beyond the B-W dashed
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line locus from test data, they only exceed the tested locus by a relatively small quantity (less
than 0.3, and stress triaxiality can theoretically be infinitely positive or negative as perfect
hydrostatic tension or compression is approached). A factor of safety cannot be quantified from
this B-W strain locus, since points outside the locus do not necessarily indicate failure (they are
only outside the tested stress triaxiality-plastic strain region of non-failure). This should give
additional confidence that even the elements with the lowest factor of safety (based on Tearing
Parameter) are nearly within the tested range of stress-triaxiality versus EQPS that did not fail.

Comparison Graph Tearing Parameter
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Figure 2-5. Summary of Highest Tearing Parameter versus Plastic Strain Elements for
HAC and High Velocity Analyses
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Figure 2-6. Summary of B-W Strain Locus Values for the Highest Tearing
Parameter Elements.

As discussed in detail in Section 2.12.5.5.3, these curves all terminate below the critical Tearing
Parameter of 1.012. Therefore, they do not to pose a threat to the integrity of the T-Ampoule
body. From Figure 2-5 and Table 2-11 (which shows the peak Tearing Parameter value for all
high speed impact analyses), the smallest margin of safety based on Tearing Parameter is 1.63
from the 831 g angled plutonium metal hollow cylinder high-speed CG-over-corner impact
analysis case. Two important points must be noted when using this as a safety margin. First,
this is not based on through-thickness failure of the T-Ampoule, but it is based on the stress-
modified integrated strain limit for any element that might merely initiate a ductile tear. Second,
there are many additional conservatisms inherent in the finite element analyses, which calculated
the maximum plastic strains in the T-Ampoule wall. In addition to the plastic strains in the
T-Ampoule wall, stresses in the TB-I remain essentially elastic (except localized denting) and do
not threaten the structural integrity of this vessel.

Table 2-11. High Velocity (Aircraft) Impact Analyses Peak Tearing Parameter Values

Maximum Tearing
Run No. Component Model Orientation Parameter

(T-Ampoule)

1 831 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Bottom position, top impact 0.0528
Cylinder, alpha Pu

2 831 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Bottom position (angled), top impact 0.2115
Cylinder, alpha Pu
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Maximum Tearing
Run No. Component Model Orientation Parameter

(T-Am poule)
3 831 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Bottom position (angled), CGOC 0.6177

Cylinder, alpha Pu impact

4 831 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Far side position, side impact 0.2896
Cylinder, alpha Pu

5 831 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Far side position (angled), side 0.2389
Cylinder, alpha Pu impact

6 731 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Bottom position, top impact 0.1507
Cylinder, alpha Pu

7 731 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Bottom position (angled), top impact 0.2831
Cylinder, alpha Pu

8 731 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Bottom position (angled), CGOC 0.3967
Cylinder, alpha Pu impact

9 731 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Far side position, side impact 0.4896
Cylinder, alpha Pu

10 731 g Plutonium Metal Hollow Far side position (angled), side 0.2842
Cylinder, alpha Pu impact

11 SC-1 - Pu Bottom position, support structure 0.0319
00, top impact

12 SC-1 -Pu Far side position, support structure 0.2417
0°,side impact

13 SC-1 - Pu Far side position, support structure 0.1958
450, side impact

14 SC-1 - Pu Bottom position, support structure 0.0935
00, CGOC impact

15 SC-1 - Pu Bottom position, support structure 0.3061
450, CGOC impact

16 SC-2 - Pu Bottom position, support structure 0.0132
00, top impact

17 SC-2 - Pu Far side position, support structure 0.4788
0°,side impact

18 SC-2 - Pu Far side position, support structure 0.5137
450, side impact

19 SC-2 - Pu Bottom position, support structure 0.0953
00, CGOC impact

20 SC-2 - Pu Bottom position, support structure 0.0540
450, CGOC impact

21 SC-1 -Be Bottom position, angled Be, support 0.0155
structure 00, top impact

22 SC-1 - Be Far side position, angled Be, support 0.2075
structure 0', side impact
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Maximum Tearing
Run No. Component Model Orientation Parameter

(T-Ampoule)

23 SC-1 - Be Far side position, angled Be, support 0.4970
structure 450, side impact

24 SC-I - Be. Bottom position, angled Be, support 0.0597
structure 0', CGOC impact

25 SC-I - Be Bottom position, angled Be, support 0.1197
structure 450, CGOC impact

26 SC-2 - Pu Far side position, support structure 0.4888
450, side impact, friction 0.4

27 SC-2 - Pu Far side position, support structure 0.4673
450, side impact, friction 0.2

Numerous conservative assumptions were made in the modeling and assessment of the TB-I and
especially the T-Ampoule integrity. Other conservatisms include: neglecting the tantalum foil
packing material which would perform some small load spreading and energy absorbing
function, neglecting the rolled lid of the outer package skin in aircraft impacts, always assuming
the content location and orientation most damaging to the T-Ampoule, e.g., "strongest"
plutonium metal hollow cylinder dimensions to resist buckling; most dense, compact, and sharp
shape for the delta Pu and Be composite cylinders; delta Pu contents have higher density of alpha
Pu; sharpest orientation for the strong Be cylinders, etc. Also, the material properties for these
contents are conservatively assumed to have infinite plasticity, when in fact the alpha Pu is very
brittle and the Be has rather limited ductility. These conservative assumptions maximize the
loading and damage potential to the T-Ampoule, yet it retains structural integrity as a eutectic
barrier.

2.8.5 Bolt Analysis
Although the bolts in the PAT-1 package were already shown to remain elastic and the lid
maintained containment during the original certification testing, a simplified analysis was
performed on the bolts securing the TB-I lid when subjected to the high-speed aircraft accident
test condition (10 CFR 71.74). The bolts are not explicitly modeled in the TB-i, but the net
balance of compression from the redwood in an end impact along with the bolt preload versus
the internal impact loading from various impacting contents can be determined. The impulse
loads, which are applied to the underside of the lid, are obtained from the high velocity impact
analyses (see Section 2.12.5). The forces holding the lid in place are the bolt preload and the
redwood contact force. These forces are plotted in Figure 2-506 and the analysis is described in
Section 2.12.6, Bolt Analysis, in this addendum. As shown in the figure, the forces from the
components are only a fraction of the bolt preload. The peak impulse load is a factor of 2.0 less
than the bolt preload, and is a factor of 6 less than the total of the sum of the wood retaining
force and the bolt preload. Therefore, the lid of the TB-I will remain properly torqued during
the aircraft impact accident.

Other factors, besides impact loads, can contribute to the loss of bolt preloads and proper seal
compression.1 4 Protecting the closure lid from direct impact, using a lid design that minimizes
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prying loads on bolts, recessing bolts within the lid, lubricating bolts to reduce necessary torque
to achieve desired preload, using a large enough preload to minimize fatigue and loosening of
bolts by vibration, and finally using similar thermal expansion coefficient materials for the bolt,
lid, and cask body have all been done for the PAT-1. The TB-I is a "protected lid and bolt head"
closure design,1 4 which is most resistant to potential shear and bending bolt loads. Bolt bending
and prying forces are minimized by the design of the TB-i .closure, which has inner and outer
bore surfaces (the inner with an O-ring bore seal, the TB-I 0-ring is not used for plutonium
metal shipments) with a flange surface in between (with the primary copper metal gasket flange
seal). The body of the TB-I containment vessel is also significantly thickened in the bolted
closure region to accommodate these multiple bore surfaces and resist bending loads in side and
CGOC impacts. It is important to highlight that the TB-1 's bolted closure met all containment
requirements in SAR aircraft accident condition testing with same-mass contents, and the
effective bolt load calculations provided in Section 2.12.6 confirm that the solid metal contents
do not adversely affect containment.

2.8.6 Summary

A series of analyses were performed on the PAT-1 package and its contents to determine the
integrity of the TB-i and T-Ampoule when subjected to the requirements of 10 CFR 71.71
(Normal conditions of transport), 10 CFR 71.73 (Hypothetical accident conditions) and 10 CFR
71.74 (Accident conditions for air transport of plutonium). Six sets of analyses were conducted,
leading up to detailed impact analyses of the PAT-1 package, including its TB-i containment
vessel and the T-Ampoule eutectic barrier. Using a strain-based failure criterion, it was shown
that the T-Ampoule would not rupture and would continue to function as a eutectic barrier
between the stainless steel TB- 1 vessel and the solid metal plutonium contents. In addition, an
analysis of the bolts securing the TB-I lid showed that the lid will remain intact and tight.

No fire simulations required forthe air transport accident were conducted; however, a simple
check of the potential for differential thermal expansion was performed, similar to the checks for
the NCT and HAC conditions. Since the T-Ampoule is the only change being made from the
original package Hypothetical accident conditions, the only concern would be the expansion of
the T-Ampoule resulting in contact with the TB-1.

The Military Handbook 6 reports a coefficient of thermal expansion (a) for Ti-6A1-4V used for
the T-Ampoule of 5.1 x 10-6 in./in./0 F in the range of temperatures of concern. A conservative
estimate of the maximum expansion of the T-Ampoule can be calculated by assuming the
T-Ampoule is a 7.418-in.-long cylinder (the actual T-Ampoule is capped) with a diameter of
4.22 in. The T-Ampoule is assumed to reach the maximum temperature of the TB-I in the
original fire test which was estimated at 1080'F (582°C). Assuming a temperature increase of
1010°F (1080°F - 70'F), the expansion produced equals aATL, or 0.038 in. in the longitudinal
direction, and 0.0683 in. in circumference (or 0.0217 in. in diameter). Since the gap between the
T-Ampoule and the TB-I is 0.0 15 in. around the entire perimeter, the expansion in the
longitudinal direction is slightly more than the total gap (0.038 in. > 0.30 in.). However, the
TB-I would also expand outward, allowing for the expansion of the T-Ampoule. As shown in
Section 2.12.4.9, the coefficient of thermal expansion of the Stainless PH13-8Mo used for the
TB-I is approximately 5.9E-6 in/in/IF. The same temperature change from 70°F to 1080°F
produces a 10100F temperature increase. Assuming that the TB-I is a cylinder of length 8.68 in.
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with a 5.35 in. diameter (outer diameter of main TB-I body) increases the length equal to aATL,
or 0.0517 in. in the longitudinal direction, and a increases the circumference by approximately
0.100 in. (0.0319 in. in diameter). The TB-I expands outward more than the T-Ampoule,
therefore, no stresses will be induced by differential thermal expansion for the air transport
accident. In Section 2.12.8, the pressure generated within the TB-I, which included temperature,
helium gas generation from alpha decay, and decomposition of O-rings and ancillary plastics,
from the accident conditions for air transport of plutonium fire environment was set equal for
ancillary plastic weight determination to a pressure of 1110 psia which is the same as that
reported in the SARI of 1110 psia.

2.9 Accident Conditions for Fissile Material Packages for Air Transport
For 10 CFR 71.55(f), the requirements for accident conditions for air transport of plutonium
evaluated in this addendum cover this section.

2.10 Special Form
No change. This addendum covers transport of normal form material for PAT-I.

2.11 Fuel Rods

No change. This addendum does not consider transport of fuel rods for PAT-1.
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2.12.2 Full Model Validation Analyses

2.12.2.1 Discussion

This section describes the side, end, and CG-over-corner high velocity impact analyses of the
original PAT-I package certification tests. There are two general overpack models, one to model
the high-speed aircraft accident test condition (10 CFR 71.742), and the other to model the NCT
(10 CFR 71.712 ) and HAC test conditions (10 CFR 71.732). The original certification of the
PAT-I was performed through testing with only minimal instrumentation, so the overpack
deformations were used for comparison to those analyzed in the validation model (with
simplified PuO 2 contents and the certification test impact velocity of 445 ft/sec). Subsequently,
similar overpack models with the detailed solid metal contents (and T-Ampoule) will be used to
evaluate the position of the contents in NCT 4 ft impacts, and to determine the effect of the solid
internal components on the integrity of the titanium T-Ampoule, which acts as a eutectic
prevention barrier between the contents and the stainless-steel TB-I vessel.

2.12.2.2 Model Description

The finite element model used in the high-velocity validation analyses is shown in Figure 2-7.
This is a half-symmetry model, with the plane of symmetry running along the center axis. The
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principal components of the model are the redwood impact-limiting material, the load spreader
assembly, the copper cylinder, the TB-I containment vessel, and the plutonium oxide mass. The
PAT-I package is encased in a stainless drum approximately 41.5 in. in length. This includes an
approximate 1-in. flange on each end for the outer drum lid and seal. To simplify the finite
element model, the details of the outer drum lid are not included. This area consists mostly of
thin sheet metal components, and the energy absorbed in their deformation is conservatively
ignored. Therefore, the height of the finite element model is only 39.75 in., which is the length
of the redwood impact-limiting material.

Redwood

Load Spreader Assembly

TB-1

42.7S in 39.75 in

(Overall height of pack I (Height of model)

Copper Cylinder

Redwood
22.5 in - .

Figure 2-7. Finite Element Model of the Complete PAT-I Package

In the full package validation model, the TB-1 is modeled as a solid, one-piece object. The
bolted connection for the lid is not modeled; instead the net loading on the lid from contents
impacts and overpack compression is shown to be significantly less than the bolt pre-load, and
thus detailed modeling of the closure is not necessary. This bolted joint was also shown in the
SARW aircraft impact tests to meet containment requirements of < A2/week release rate with
same-mass contents. In addition, the plutonium oxide mass inside the TB- 1 is modeled as a very
soft elastic plastic material with the correct density. These simplifications are acceptable, since
the primary purpose of the analysis is to validate the model's redwood overpack crush in the
three certification high velocity impact tests.

The finite element validation model contains 378,439 elements: 366,258 hexahedral elements
and 12,181 quadratic shell elements. All components with hexahedral elements have at least 3
elements through the thickness to accurately capture potential bending and shear responses, and
aspect ratios of approximately 1.0, following common large-deformation explicit analysis
practice for accurate FEA model response. As shown in Figure 2-8(a), the outside of the
redwood material is wrapped in a 0.0625 in., stainless steel shell layer. The shells are attached to
the hexahedral elements using coincident nodes to simulate the gluing of these components in the

actual PAT-I assembly. Their primary purpose is to provide confinement of the redwood
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material. Figure 2-8(b) shows the density of the mesh in the load spreader assembly region; three
elements are used across the load spreader pipe to capture any potential bending.

The top removable plug, the removable disk, the TB- 1, the PuO 2, and the lower removable plug
are modeled as individual components; they are not attached to other components in the model.
The remaining pieces are attached using coincident nodes in order to simulate the gluing together
of these components in the actual assembly.

I- Top Removable Plug

(b)

(a)

Figure 2-8. Details of the High-Velocity Finite Element Validation Model

The redwood material is modeled using the orthotropic crush model in PRONTO-3D. 3 The
orthotropic crush model is an empirically based constitutive relation used to model materials like
metallic honeycomb and wood. The force deflection curve used to simulate the compression of
the redwood material is presented in Figure 2-9 along with data from Joseph and Hill.4 These
values, along with the other modeling parameters, are presented in Table 2-12, and details of the
material properties are presented in Section 2.12.4. The redwood material model (as well as
simulating the grain orientation with sections of stronger and weaker redwood) was previously
validated against regulatory aircraft impact test data associated with the slightly smaller PAT-2
package.6
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Redwood Force Deflection Curve

Compressed Parallel to grain
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16000
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Figure 2-9. Redwood Force-Deflection Curve Used in Orthotropic Crush Model

The metal components were modeled using a power-law hardening constitutive model:

c a- + A(--, Yn (2-1)

where oy is the yield stress, A is a hardening constant, and n is a hardening exponent. Values for
the material parameters for each material are given in Table 2-13. The PuO 2 powder is also
modeled as a very soft material using the power-law hardening model. This is deemed
reasonable, since the mass of the material and its loading on the TB-1 and the redwood is the
primary factor; modeling the detailed response of the oxide is not important.

The circumferential orientation of the pie-shaped redwood around the PAT- I package ranges
from 8 to 10 segments. This is an attempt to keep the grain of the wood parallel to the direction
of the load, and the strong axis of the grain can thus be misaligned with the impact orientation
by, at most, 22.5 degrees. However, the orthotropic crush model in PRONTO-3D 3 is oriented
relative to the three orthogonal global axes of the model; a local coordinate system is not
available in this model. Modeling many small segments around the circumference is not
necessary since strength variation due to grain orientation can be more easily accomplished by
assigning different crush behavior to a smaller number of segments. Thus, the model material
blocks were constructed in 900 segments rotated 45' to the model's global axes; this is shown in
Figure 2-10. This is an attempt to maximize the strength of the material in the radial direction
during side impacts within the constraints imposed by the constitutive model. Modeling the
redwood blocks in this fashion ensures that the strong axis of the grain is oriented with the
impact axis, just as would occur (or very nearly so) in any randomly oriented impact test.
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Table 2-12. Redwood Orthotropic Crush Model Parameters

Parameter Value
Compacted YOUNGS MODULUS (psi) 1.5E6

Compacted POISSONS RATIO 0.3

Compacted YIELD STRESS (psi) 20000

Full Compaction 0.9

Modulus x (psi) 1.5E6

Modulus y (psi) 0.3E6

Modulus z (psi) 0.3E6

Modulus xy (psi) 0.2E6

Modulus yz (psi) 0.25E6

Modulus zx (psi) 0.2E6

Function 1 $ T-Direction Strain Pressure
(psi)

0. 2000

0.14 4200

0.28 5100

0.42 5430

0.57 6100

0.71 10100

0.80 15000

0.90 20000

Function 2 S L-Direction

0 400

0.14 986

0.28 1200

0.42 1275

0.57 1432

0.71 2371

0.80 3521

Function 4 $ sigxy or sigxz vs. volume

0.0 1000

0.6 1000

0.7 10000

0.9 10000

Function 5 $ sigyz vs. volume
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Parameter Value

0 1000

0.6 1000

0.7 10000

0.9 10000

2.12.2.3 Original Certification Test Analyses with the Validation Model

The validation model was analyzed for the three basic impact directions, end-on, side-on, and
center-of-gravity-over-comer (CGOC). The primary purpose of these analyses is to compare
overpack deformations with the previous impact tests. Subsequent analyses with the same
overpack model, but more detailed solid metal contents models (including the T-Ampoule) will
be performed to verify structural integrity of the TB-1 and T-Ampoule in HAC dynamic crush,
as well as high velocity impact conditions (see Section 2.12.5).

Symmetry Plane

Global Axes

90 Degree segment

of the material block

Figure 2-10. Model Slice Configuration for the Orthotropic Crush Material Model
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Table 2-13. Power-Law Hardening Constitutive Model Parameters

ReferenceMaeil E A
Material (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) n (from

addendum)

Aluminum 99002.12.4.3
6060-T6 0.3 45 37.8 0.55

Aluminum 2.12.4.5
7075-T6 10,400 0.33 73 37.8 0.55

Copper 17,200 0.33 45 38.0 0.55 2.12.4.7

Stainless 2.12.4.12
Steel 28,000 0.27 40 192.7 0.748

Pu Oxide 1000 0.3 2 100 1.0 2.12.4.11

PH13-8MO 30,000 0.3 141.OA 30 1.0 2.12.4.9

A In the full model analyses to determine the deceleration of the whole package, a yield strength of 200 ksi

was inadvertently used for the Phl38Mo TB-i material. This represents the material in forged condition
and does not reflect the subsequent heat treatment. However, since this model was used only to generate the
rigid body deceleration of the package and not to determine the inelastic response of the TB-I vessel, the
change in the yield stress is immaterial. The table above reflects what is in the final model.

2.12.2.4 End Impact

The results from an end-on impact of the complete PAT-I package for an initial velocity of
445 ft/sec are presented in Figure 2-11. This was the velocity used in the test, which is slightly
higher than the 422 ft/sec specified in 10 CFR 71.74.2 The overall length of the deformed model
is 32.75 in., which is slightly longer that the 31.5 in. produced in the test as shown in Figure 2-12
(from Figure 2.18, Reference 1). This 4% difference in overpack crush is likely well within the
variability of the redwood crush properties purely due to moisture content and age. 5 Note that
the overpack skin buckling pattern observed in the test cannot be reproduced in the FEA model
since the stainless steel skin is "tied" to the redwood (the nodes are equivalenced) and no
slipping between the surfaces is allowed.

Since the crush distance of the finite element model is shorter than the crush distance observed in
the same velocity end impact certification test, the TB-I and contents loading applied using the
shorter (and higher) finite element model acceleration will be more severe than the impulse
applied in the certification test (i.e., the redwood properties are conservatively modeled as being
slightly too stiff). The deceleration curve for the end impact analysis is shown in Figure 2-13.

2.12.2.5 Side Impact

The deformed shape of the full package model for side-on impact at a velocity of 445 ft/sec is
shown in Figure 2-14. The resulting width of the package ranges from 15.5 in. to 16.5 in. This
compares well to the deformed packages shown in Figure 2-15 (from Figure 2.24 of the SARW),
which gives deformed thicknesses of 15 to 15.5 in. The results of the finite element model are
conservatively stiffer than the actual package. The deceleration curve for the side impact
analysis is shown in Figure 2-16.
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1 #1
Ii 0

32.75

Figure 2-11. Deformation from an End-On Impact of 445 ft/sec

Bý11M l r /e- Top View24 41

Figure 2-12. PAT-I Dimensions Following 422-FPS Top End Impact
(from SAR Figure 2.18 )
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Figure 2-13. Full Model TB-I Deceleration Curve for End-On Impact Analysis
(10 CFR 71.74)
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Figure 2-14. Deformation of the Full Package Model after a Side Impact of 445 ft/sec
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Bottom v F l i To4 View

Figure 2-15. PAT-I Dimensions Following 445 FPS Side Impact (from SAR Figure 2.24')
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Figure 2-16. Full Model TB-i Deceleration Curve for Side Impact Analysis (10 CFR 71.74)
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2.12.2.6 CGOC Impact

The resulting deformation for the CGOC impact is shown in Figure 2-17. The finite element
model has an unreformed side length of 23 in., which is longer than the 19 in. shown in Figure
2-18 (from Figure 2.27 of the SAR). However, there is some rounding of the corner during the
test, which is not seen in the model (probably due to the outer overpack skin shell elements being
equivalenced to the redwood), and this makes measurement of the tested specimen less precise.
This corner rounding would change this dimension without absorbing significant quantities of
energy. The SAR figure also gives a nominal dimension of 25 in. to the edge of the TB-1 top.
This agrees closely with the model results. Again, excepting the outer skin buckling pattern, the
overpack deformation observed in the FEA validation model compares very well with the test
results documented in the SAR. The deceleration curve for the CGOC analysis is shown in
Figure 2-19.

23 in

Figure 2-17. Deformation of the Full Package Model after a CGOC Impact of 445 ft/sec
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Figure 2-18. PAT-I Dimensions Following 443-FPS Bottom Corner Impact (CGOC)
(from SAR Figure 2.27 SARW)
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Figure 2-19. Full Model TB-I Deceleration Curve for CGOC Impact Analysis
(10 CFR 71.74)

2.12.2.7 Full Model NCT and HAC
The full package model (with detailed solid metal contents and T-Ampoule) will be analyzed for
the NCT (10 CFR 71.712) and HAC (10 CFR 71.732) test conditions to verify contents
positioning (NCT) for subsequent 10 CFR 71.742 analyses and to verify structural integrity of the
TB-I and T-Ampoule (HAC dynamic crush).

The orientation of the package for the full model NCT analyses will be of the side-on (0 and
45-degree-rotated) and lid end-on orientations, since these analyses generated the largest
accelerations in the TB-I containment vessel.

In addition, end, side, and CG-over-corner dynamic crush events were examined for the HAC to
compare TB-I through-thickness wall stresses with ASME allowables, and to verify T-Ampoule
structural integrity. The same model used for the NCT positioning analyses was used for the
HAC dynamic crush analysis. Some validation of this model is shown in Section 2.12.5.7.1,
where the FEA side impact model overpack deformation matches the SARW impact test results
(see Figure 2-490 through Figure 2-495).
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2.12.2.8 Model Description

As shown in Figure 2-20, the NCT full package model is very similar to the high-speed aircraft
accident model. The only difference is the addition of the lid cover and ring clamp. While these
components absorb very little of the kinetic energy during the high-speed impact, and were
therefore ignored in that model, they are very important in the low-speed NCT accident
condition. In the low-speed NCT condition, they are the primary energy absorber. Details of the
lid area are presented in Figure 2-21. The lid and clamp ring consist of three separate pieces that
are bolted to the package side and secured with a circumferential ring. The assembly is
simplified and modeled in the finite element model as a group of shell elements joined by
coincident nodes. The thickness of the shells is varied to account for the overlapping of the
different components. To reduce the size of the end-on model, the flange elements were
removed from the non-impacting end in the NCT runs. Analysis results are detailed in Section
2.12.5.

lid Cover

Figure 2-20. NCT and HAC Package Model with Lid Flange
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Figure 2-21. Flange Details of NCT Model (Dimensions in Inches)
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2.12.3 Impact Test and Material Failure Criterion

2.12.3.1 Impact Test Description

In support of the PAT-I SARW analysis, a series of impact tests were conducted using the Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL) 18" horizontal actuator and the DT-45 drop table. These tests had
two main purposes: (1) to provide data for validating the finite element model, and (2) to provide
data for estimating the margin in support of the strain-based failure criteria. Both test series were
required to provide a sufficient range of data in stress space for the strain-based locus. A brief
summary of the impact tests is given in this section (full details of the test can be found in "Test
Report PAT-I/TB-1 Impact Test Series" and "Test Report PAT-I T-Ampoule Drop Table Shock
Machine Tests"'). In addition, details of the finite element models used for code and model
validation, along with the finite element models used to support the strain-based failure criterion,
are also presented.

A schematic drawing of the impact test using the 18" horizontal actuator is presented in Figure
2-22. This is a reverse ballistic test in which the sled containing a cup, which represents the
T-Ampoule and the TB-I container, is propelled into a suspended impactor assembly containing
a brass or titanium tip. The object of the test was to simulate the impact of the T-Ampoule
contents on the T-Ampoule wall, and the T-Ampoule and its contents on the TB-I inner surface,
during a plutonium air transport accident. A brass tip was used to simulate a fine grain alpha-
plutonium material impacting the T-Ampoule, and a titanium tip was used in an attempt to
generate plastic strain in the T-Ampoule wall. Although the actuator assembly has a limited
velocity of 200 ft/sec, which is less than the 422 ft/sec specified for the aircraft accident
(10 CFR 71.74), this is not a problem, since the impact between the TB- 1 wall and the contents
will not be at the maximum velocity. The impact between the contents and the TB-I occurs
while the TB-I is decelerating but is still moving. Therefore, the relative velocity between the
TB-1 and the contents is only a fraction of the initial package velocity.

TB-1/Ampoule
assembly

Impactor
assembly

Catcher

assembly / / /• .•

Actuator track
and foundation

.. / Existing
sleds

Figure 2-22. Experimental Concept]
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Figure 2-23 is a schematic of the impactor and T-Ampoule assemblies for the 18" horizontal
actuator test. A spherical titanium ampoule specimen is used to represent the top dome of the
T-Ampoule in the TB-i. The TB-I fixture is constructed with the same high-strength 13-8 Mo
stainless steel, and an aluminum adaptor is used to secure the TB-I fixture to the actuator sled.
The body of the impactor is constructed from tungsten in order to provide sufficient mass and
strength. An aluminum adapter is connected to the back end of the tungsten body to attach the
accelerometers. The tip of the impactor, which has a spherical shape (not shown in the figure), is
constructed from free cutting brass UNS C36000 (as drawn) or Titanium 6A1-4V (mill-annealed
condition). The brass is a surrogate for a fine-grain alpha-plutonium material. The titanium tip
is used to provide a material strong enough to produce plastic strain in the T-Ampoule specimen,
and to provide additional data for the strain locus in the strain-based failure criteria.

Photos of the actual test setup are shown in Figures 2-24 and 2-25. Figure 2-24 shows the
complete test assembly prior to the test. The impactor, suspended over the actuator track using
Kevlar string has been meticulously aligned so that it impacts the center of the titanium cup.
Figure 2-25(a) shows a close-up view of the titanium cup and TB-1 fixture bolted to the actuator
sled, and Figure 2-25(b) shows a close-up view of the suspended impactor.

Additional impact tests were performed using the Drop Table Shock Machine, DT-45, located in
Building 860 in Area I. A schematic view of the drop table is presented in Figure 2-26. The
DT-45 is capable of a velocity change of 150 ft/s and a peak acceleration of 20,000 g. The pulse
durations range from 0.2 to 150 ms. In this test, the test item is attached to the carriage
assembly, which is raised above the reaction mass. Upon release, the carriage and the test item
are accelerated by gravity and a series of bungee cords. The accelerated items strike a stack of
programming material (typically wool felt) which is placed on top of the reaction mass to
produce the desired shock pulse.

Ampoule Hemisphere
Specimen fixture Adapter

Copper (713-1)
foam
insert

(optional) :

Tungsten Impact
Ballast Speci en

Accelerometer

adapter
Accelerometer

cover

Figure 2-23. Cross-Section of Impactor Assembly and TB-1/Ampoule Assembly'
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Figure 2-24. Complete Test Assembly Prior to the Test

Figure 2-25. (a) Titanium Ampoule and TB-I Fixture Attached to Actuator Sled;
(b) View of Suspended Impactor
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Figure 2-26. DT-45 Drop Table Shock Machine

A solid model of the ampoule test assembly for the drop table test is shown in Figure 2-27. The
same type T-Ampoule specimen from the actuator tests is used in this test. The sample specimen
is bolted to an adaptor plate, which is attached to the carriage. A 20 lb. crush plate is placed on
top of the ampoule. During the deceleration of the carriage, the crush plate will compress and
buckle the ampoule test specimen before it strikes the stop blocks. A photograph of the test
assembly, prior to testing, is presented in Figure 2-28.

Stop
Block

Ampoule"Test Specimen --

Adaptor Plate

Figure 2-27. Solid model of the Ampoule Test Assemble for Drop Table Tests
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Figure 2-28. Photograph of Ampoule Test Assembly Prior to Testing

2.12.3.1.1 Brass Actuator Test Finite Element Model

The brass actuator test, finite element model provides additional validation of the PRONTO3D
finite element code. The finite element model of the brass-tipped impactor and test fixture,
shown in Figure 2-29(a) is a three-dimensional model composed of hexahedral elements. There
is a plane of symmetry through the center of the model (Z=0), which contains 395,000 elements.
The constitutive model of the brass material is given in Section 2.12.4.

The deformed mesh for an impact velocity of 175 ft/sec is shown in Figure 2-29(b). The
maximum plastic strain in the ampoule is shown in Figure 2-30. A maximum value of I% is
calculated directly under the point of impact. The change in thickness of the ampoule at the
point of impact is 0.00035 in. This is very close to the 0.0002-0.0005 in. measured in the impact
tests.

Figure 2-31 (a) and (b) present a close-up view of the impactor mesh and the final deformed
shape, along with the equivalent plastic strain in the impactor tip. As shown in the figure, very
large strains of over 80% are produced in the center of the brass tip. Figure 2-32 shows the
deformed tip overlaid on the deformed experimental specimen. The two deformed shapes match
extremely well. Finally, a comparison of the acceleration measured in the experiment with the
acceleration determined from the analysis is presented in Figure 2-33. The acceleration data
from the analysis is determined by taking the nodal velocity of a node in the brass tip,
differentiating it, and then filtering it, at the same frequency as the original acceleration data
from the impact test. As shown in the figure, the two sets of data match very well.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-29. Finite Element Model for the Brass Impact Test
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Figure 2-30. Equivalent Plastic Strain in the Ampoule Dish
at an Impact Velocity of 175 ft/sec
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Figure 2-31. Deformed Shape of and Plastic Strain in the
Brass-Tipped Impactor at an Impact Velocity of 175 ft/sec
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Figure 2-32. Deformed Shape of the Brass Impactor Overlaid on the Test Specimen
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Figure 2-33. Comparison of the Brass-Tipped Impactor
Acceleration from the Test and the Finite Element Model

2.12.3.1.2 Titanium Actuator Test Model

The purpose of the titanium-tipped impact model is to provide data for the strain locus used in
the strain-based acceptability criterion. This data is obtained from both the T-Ampoule specimen
and the tip of the impactor. The finite element model for the actuator titanium test is the same as
those used in the brass, except for the constitutive model of the tip material. The constitutive
model for the titanium tip is given in Section 2.12.4.

The deformed mesh of the titanium-tipped impactor for an impact velocity of 200 ft/sec is given
in Figure 2-34. The maximum equivalent plastic strain and deformation in the ampoule
specimen is presented in Figure 2-35. The maximum deformation of the ampoule under the tip
of the impactor is 0.0 10 in., which is in good agreement with the 0.006 - 0.009 in. of
deformation measured in the test specimens.' The maximum calculated plastic strain in the
titanium cup is 17%. Figure 2-36 presents a close-up view of the deformed impactor along with
the equivalent plastic strain in the impactor tip. As shown in the figure, very large strains of
greater than 50% are produced in the center of the titanium tip. Figure 2-37 shows the deformed
shape of the titanium impactor overlaid on the deformed experimental specimen. There is very
good agreement between the experiment and the analysis.
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Figure 2-34. Deformed Mesh of the Titanium Tipped Impactor,
at an Impact Velocity of 200 ft/sec
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Figure 2-35. Equivalent Plastic Strain in the Ampoule Dish at an Impact Velocity of
200 ft/sec with a Titanium Tipped Impactor
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Figure 2-36. Deformed Finite Element Mesh of Titanium Impactor with Contours of
Equivalent Plastic Strain
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Figure 2-37. Deformed Shape of the Titanium Impactor Overlaid on the Test Specimen
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2.12.3.1.3 Drop Table Test Finite Element Model

The purpose of the titanium ampoule drop table test is to provide additional data for the strain
locus used in the strain-based failure criterion. This data is obtained as the result of the strain
induced by buckling of the T-Ampoule specimen. The finite element model for the drop table
test is shown in Figure 2-38. This is a three-dimensional model composed of hexahedral
elements. There is a plane of symmetry through the center of the model (Z=0), and the model
contains 297,000 elements. The constitutive model of the titanium material is given in Section
2.12.4. The crush plate and the adaptor plate are modeled as an elastic carbon steel material.

Crush Plate

x

Ampoule Test Sample

TIME 0.0000

Adaptor Plate w/Stop Blocks
Acceleration

Figure 2-38. Finite Element Model of the Drop Table Ampoule Test

Figure 2-39 documents the drop table carriage acceleration recorded during the pretest
calibration of the drop table. This acceleration was applied to the adaptor plate in the finite
element model. The resulting deformation from the analysis is presented in Figure 2-40. The
crush plate compresses the ampoule test specimen and contacts the stop blocks. There is a small
quantity of elastic deflection of the crush plate, which increases the total crush of the ampoules.
Post-test photographs of the ampoule test specimen are shown in Figure 2-41.
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Figure 2-39. Drop Table Acceleration
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Figure 2-40. Finite Element Results Showing the Deformed
Shape of the Ampoule Test Specimen
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(a) (b)

Figure 2-41. Photographs of the Deformed Ampoule
Specimen (a) Top View (b) Inner Surface

The maximum calculated equivalent plastic strain is shown in Figure 2-42. A maximum value of
19.4% is found on the inside surface of the ampoule test specimen. Strain gauges were placed on
the inside of the ampoule test specimen at a radius of 0.8 in. Figure 2-43 shows the nominal
radial strain in an element at this location along with the data from the strain gauges. Due to the
reversal in strain along the inside surface of the ampoule, the strain gauges detached halfway
through the test. However, comparison of the nominal radial strain in the element to the strain
measured by the gauges prior to failure shows good agreement.

EOP5

0.0000
0.0325
0.0650
0.0975
0.13000.162501950

3 0.1941

Figure 2-42. Maximum Equivalent Plastic Strain in Sample Test Specimen
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Figure 2-43. Nominal Element Radial Strain Compared to Strain Gage Data

Figure 2-44 shows the deceleration of the crush plate during the test and the deceleration
calculated in the analysis. The impact of the crush plate with the stop blocks produced resonance
in the accelerometers, which corrupted the data beyond this point. However, the two curves
show good agreement during the crushing of the test ampoule specimen.
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Figure 2-44. Crush Plate Acceleration
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2.12.3.2 Stress-Informed Strain-Based Failure

2.12.3.2.1 Discussion

Bridgman performed the seminal work on the effect of hydrostatic pressure on ductile rupture in
the 1940s and 1950s.3 He conducted over 350 tensile tests, on 20 different types of steel, of
different heat treatments. These experiments showed that the strain to fracture is an increasing
function of the superposed hydrostatic pressure. Brozzo, et al., simulated failure for the sheet
metal forming industry and also noted that ductility diminishes with the hydrostatic stress.4

Their experience with simulating testing to failure led to the following failure index:

ifr 2cj )•

0 (',-Uo) (2-6)

where c7 is the maximum principal stress, cym is the average of the three principal or normal

stresses, Ep is the equivalent plastic strain, and ep, is the equivalent plastic strain at failure.

This work was further developed by Johnson and Cook,5 who developed fracture models for
OFHC copper, Armco iron, and 4340 steel using notched tensile specimens. Their model
contained three primary terms: one with a dimensionless strain rate; one for dimensionless

temperature; and one with a dimensionless pressure-stress ratio ( -r ,where ar. is the

average of the three normal stresses and u is the von Mises equivalent stress. The pressure-
stress ratio is commonly referred to as the stress triaxiality. In their work, Johnson and Cook 5

noted:

"It would appear that the pressure-stress ratio is of primary importance. As the
hydrostatic tension is increased, the strain to fracture decreases rapidly. The strain rate
and temperature effect appear to be less important."

Figure 2-45 shows a plot of the data developed by Johnson and Cook and the corresponding
curves developed in their failure models.
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Figure 2-45. Plastic Strain versus Stress Triaxiality from Johnson and Cook5

A fairly recent (2007) journal article' 9 reviewed numerous ductile fracture prediction models,
including those of Brozzo, et al. and Johnson & Cook, mentioned above. This review stated that
it is generally accepted that ductile damage criteria should take into account the following:

* The deformation path, because the current stress/strain state is not enough to characterize
the damage state.

* The hydrostatic or mean stress, cam, because ductility grows rapidly as cGm decreases.

" An adequate ratio of stresses, namely the triaxiality stress ratio, GYm / (eq, in which Geq is
the equivalent or Mises stress, so that the general state of plasticity and fracture may be
better described.

Recently, Bao7 developed a new criterion for ductile crack formation. This work is based on
extensive testing of2024-T351 aluminum. He developed the failure locus in stress triaxiality-
equivalent plastic strain space shown in Figure 2-46, based on calculating the average stress
triaxiality as:

aUfo (8) (2-7)
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Figure 2-46. Stress Failure Locus of A12024-T351 Developed from Bao7
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In addition, using this formulation along with the data from Bridgman,3 Bao and Wierzbicki 8

were able to show the existence of a limit in the negative average stress triaxiality space of-1/3,
below which failure of the specimens never occurred. This limit is shown in Figure 2-46, as well
as in Figure 2-47, which Bao and Wierzbicki showed to be true for numerous tested ductile
metals. This figure also shows the different failure modes common to shear versus biaxial
tension regions of stress triaxiality.

(1) '(2) (3)
Shear fracture ' Mixed Ductile fracture

(localized shear band) Mode (void formtlation)

The range of stress triaxiality for the
fracture of thin plates under localized
impulsive or static punch loading

no fracture

b 3Q•

-1/3 0 1/3 I1) 2/3

Uni-axial Pure shear Uni-axial Plane strain Equi bi-aial
compression tension tension tension

Figure 2-47. General Failure Locus of Ductile Metals Developed by Bao and Wierzbicki.8

2.12.3.3 Strain Locus for Titanium
Using Equation 2-7 and data from the titanium impact tests, a strain locus in stress triaxiality-
equivalent plastic strain space is developed for titanium. This strain locus is used along with the
finite element analyses of the PAT-I components (see Section 2.12.5) to determine a margin on
fracture, based on equivalent plastic strain, for the T-Ampoule.

Figure 2-48 shows a close-up view of the equivalent plastic strain in the titanium tip from the
actuator tests for an impact velocity of 200 ft/sec, and Figure 2-49 presents the equivalent plastic
strain in the ampoule from the drop table test. The strains in the tip of the impactor reach a
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maximum value of 50% at the center of the specimen, with smaller strains developing along the
side. A maximum strain of over 19% is reached in the ampoule during the drop table test. Using
the stress and equivalent plastic strain data from the finite element models along with Equation
2-7, the strain locus shown in Figure 2-50 was developed for the elements indicated in Figure
2-48 and Figure 2-49, as well as all the other elements in these models. The friction coefficients
between the Ti-6A1-4V impactor and the Ti-6AI-4V simulated T-Ampoule were 0.30 for static

6friction and 0.36 for dynamic friction. The figure also contains a curve from a finite element
model of the tension test, as well as the limit line developed by Bao and Wierzbicki. 8 It should
be noted that this is not a failure locus, since no cracks were formed in the tests. However, it
does represent regions in strain space where failure does not occur; therefore, the part is safe. In
this sense, the data from the PAT-I package impact analyses (see Section 2.12.5) can be
compared with the locus in Figure 2-50, and a safety margin based on the strain generated in the
test can be calculated.

46152

EOPS

0 00000.0900
0 1800

* 0 2700
0 3600
0 5400
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K47008
46528
38011

4 38007

Figure 2-48. Equivalent Plastic Strain in the Titanium Tip
for an Impact Velocity of 200 ft/sec
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Figure 2-49. Equivalent Plastic Strain in the Titanium Ampoule in the Drop Table Test
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Figure 2-50. Locus in Equivalent Plastic Strain-Stress
Triaxiality Space Developed from Titanium Impact Tests

2.12.3.4 Bounding Examples

To illustrate the construction of the locus in Figure 2-50, the development of the two bounding
curves (maximum tension and maximum compression) will be presented in the following
section. The maximum compression curve is derived using data for Element 46152 and data
generated in the titanium impact test. The tension test curve is derived from a separate tension
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test and a finite element model of the test, which was originally conducted to gather material data
for the constitutive model.

2.12.3.5 Curves for Element 46152

The development of the average stress triaxiality function for the strain locus was done as a post-
processing operation. First, the stress triaxiality, as defined in Equation 2-8, is calculated as a
function of time using the element integration point stress

U(2-8)

Where Urn is the average of the three normal stresses and a is the von Mises equivalent stress.
A plot of this function for Element 46152 is shown in Figure 2-51, along with the equivalent
plastic strain. Next, the stress triaxiality is plotted as a function of equivalent plastic strain as
shown in Figure 2-51. Then, using Equation 2-9, the average value of the stress tniaxiality
function over the interval of plastic strain is determined. The average stress triaxiality for
Element 46152 as a function of plastic strain is also plotted in Figure 2-52.

I b

b a ffxd ontheinterval a:!x:!b (2-9)
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Figure 2-51. Stress Triaxiality and Equivalent Plastic Strain
versus Time for Element 46152
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Figure 2-52. Stress Triaxiality and Average Stress Triaxiality as
a Function of Equivalent Plastic Strain for Element 46152

2.12.3.6 Titanium Tension Test

A finite element analysis was conducted of the titanium test specimen. This tensile test was
performed to failure while recording stresses and strains, including reduction in area. An
analysis of this test was performed using the SNL-developed finite element code JAS3D.
JAS3D is a nonlinear quasi-static code that uses a conjugate gradient solver to solve the equation
of equilibrium. The finite element model is shown in Figure 2-53(a). The model is an axi-
symmetric, quarter-symmetry model with two planes of symmetry. The model is loaded by
displacing the upper end at a constant rate. The mesh contains 1804 elements and is refined
heavily along the center symmetry plane.

Figure 2-53(b) shows the deformed mesh at a point where the cross-sectional area at the
centerline matched the reduction in area at failure during the tensile test. The power-law
hardening parameters of the Ti-6A1-4V material constitutive model were chosen so that the
analytical behavior of the specimen matched the actual tensile test specimen. Figure 2-53(c)
gives the distribution of plastic strain for this same configuration. The maximum plastic strain
occurs in the center of the specimen and has a magnitude of 63%.

0
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Figure 2-53. Finite Element Model of Titanium Tensile Test Specimen (a) Original Mesh
(b) Deformed Mesh (c) Equivalent Plastic Strain

The plastic strain in the highest stressed element as a function of the specimen displacement is
shown in Figure 2-54 along with the stress triaxiality. A plot of the stress triaxiality versus
plastic strain for this element is presented in Figure 2-55, along with the averaged stress
triaxiality.
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Figure 2-54. Stress Triaxiality and Equivalent Plastic Strain
versus Displacement for Center Element
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Figure 2-55. Stress Triaxiality and Average Stress Triaxiality as a Function of Plastic
Strain for the Highest Stressed Element

2.12.3.7 Strain Rate Dependencies

Some materials have high strain rate dependencies, but Ti-6Al-4V was chosen for the T-
Ampoule eutectic barrier material due to not only its high strength, light weight, good ductility,
and excellent corrosion resistance, but also because of its low strain rate sensitivity. For
example, the material is commonly used in the aerospace industry for jet engine fan blades, in
part because of its resistance to failure during bird strikes. At lower strain rates (0 to 1 inverse
seconds), the yield and ultimate stresses harden slightly, but ductility is unaffected.20 Los
Alamos National Laboratories compiled historical data on higher strain rate testing of Ti-6Al-
4V21 and it shows only relatively modest increases in strength and slight decreases in ductility up
to 1340 /sec strain rates.
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Although Sandia did test lower strain rate deformations of the T-Ampoule material (using softer
impactor materials such as brass), SNL believed it was more important to use strain rates similar
to the regulatory high-speed impact tests. The net impact velocity between solid contents and the
T-Ampoule (and indirectly TB-I wall) during regulatory high-speed impacts was less than the
regulatory impact velocity since the wall is still slowing down when contents/T-Ampoule contact
occurs. Analyses of the 200 ft/sec horizontal actuator tests of a Ti-6AI-4V slug impacting a
hemispherical T-Ampoule and TB-I combination show peak strain rates at individual elements
of-1.18E5 to +1.19E5 1/sec in the T-Ampoule and -4.11E4 to +5.40E4 I/sec in the Ti slug (as
shown in Table 2-13a below, which also lists the peak strain rate in any element within
individual "high speed" or "HSRun" analyses). Since Ti-6A1-4V has a high yield strength of
about 141 ksi, these are quite high strain rates (titanium impactor plug on thin titanium T-
Ampoule, backed by 140 ksi PH13-8Mo SS TB-i, which was held rigidly). It is important to
note that these horizontal actuator tests were used to generate a locus of stress triaxiality versus
equivalent plastic strain that did not induce any ductile tearing (no failure).

Table 2-13a. Peak Strain Rates from Analyses of Component
Tests and High Speed Impact Tests

Run Max Strain Rate Min Strain Rate

Impact Test (dish) 1.19E+05 -1.18E+05

Impact Test (p~ug) 5.40E+04 -4.11 E+04

Drop Table 1.78E+03 -2.73E+03
HSRun2 7.42E+04 -6.30E+04
HSRun3 I 1.71E+04 -2.99E+04
HSRun4 I 4.72E+04 -9M04E+04
HSRun5 i 1.21E+04 -1.70E+04
HSRun7 5.92E+04 -8.07E+04
HSRun8 2.20E+04 -2.47E+04
HSRun9 I 4.26E+04 -9.18E+04

HSRun1O I 4.14E+04 -5.15E+04
HSRun12 i 3.66E+04 -2.05E+04
HSRun13 i 4.98E+04 -4.06E+04
HSRun17 I 3.92E+04 -3.63E+04
HSRun18 8.94E+04 -1.08E+05
HSRun22 I 3.15E+04 -2.75E+04
HSRun23 1.84E+04 -2.14E+04
HSRun26 9.75E+04 -7.59E+04
HSRun27 1 4.06E+04 -5.30E+04
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Although the 422 ft/sec impact analyses with various contents (ER cylinders, SC-I s and SC-2s)
had a higher overall initial velocity, the relative velocities between the Pu contents and the T-
Ampoule were in the 186-405 ft/sec range due to overpack crush still occurring upon contents
impact with the T-Ampoule. Higher relative impact velocities are typically associated with
smaller contents located initially farther away from the T-Ampoule wall. More importantly than
these relative impact velocities, though, is the peak strain rates in the T-Ampoule, which were
always lower than any peaks during the horizontal actuator tests, and ranged from -9.18E4 to
+9.75E4 1/sec. This slightly lower strain rate is due largely to the lower yield strengths of the Pu
(36 ksi for alpha and 9.2 ksi for delta) impacting the T-Ampoule in the regulatory high-speed
impact analyses versus the "harder" Ti-on-Ti with rigid backing for the actuator tests.

Thus, any small strain rate sensitivity of the Ti-6A1-4V T-Ampoule (which is not a containment
boundary; only a eutectic barrier) material would have been observed in the horizontal actuator
tests. No failure occurred in these component tests at even higher strain rates (and virtually
identical stress-tri/EQPS states), thus none would be anticipated due to small rate sensitivities
during regulatory high-speed impacts.

2.12.3.8 Alternate Failure Criteria Used to Model Failure in Sample Containers and
T-Ampoule

Prior to the work of Bao and Wierzbicki,8,9 Wellman et al.' 0 and Dawson et al.'1 developed a
failure criterion, which also uses an evolution equation based on the plastic strain. This model
has been implemented in the PRONTO3D finite code under the material model Ductile Tearing.
This is a power-law-hardening model with a ductile failure criterion. The ductile failure criterion
is based on an evolution equation in which the plastic strain increment, scaled by the stress ratio,
is accumulated until a critical value is reached, at which point the initiation of the ductile tearing
is predicted. The evolution equation calculates the Tearing Parameter (TP) as follows:

IP:J 3(g, -a.)- )
0 (2-10)

where Tp is the plastic strain at failure in a tensile test, o- is the maximum principal stress, and

am is the mean (hydrostatic) stress. Note that Tearing Parameter is identical to the failure
indicator Brozzo, et al. developed in the 1970's, with the exception of the 4th power and the
Heaviside brackets. This was added in the late 1990's at Sandia National Laboratories to not
only fit uniaxial tensile test data, but also notched tensile specimens with higher stress
triaxiality.)

The integral accumulates plastic strain only when the maximum principal stress is positive, as
indicated by the Heavyside function brackets, (). Thus, plastic strain with a negative maximum

principal stress causes no change in the values of TP. Due to restriction of the Heavyside
function, regions of positive stress triaxiality cause the integral to accumulate value quickly (the
denominator becomes small), which fits well with experimental data showing low plastic strains
to failure in bi- and tri-axial tension for ductile materials. In addition, it is easy to implement,
since the critical value of TP for a particular material is established by performing an analysis of
a tensile test specimen. The TP for the specimen is then calculated using the computed stress
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state from the finite element model and substituting the plastic strain-to-failure, E , as the upper

integration limit. This provides a critical value of TP, which can be used to predict failure in
other analyses. The strain-to-failure is computed from the reduction in area of the tensile
specimen in the actual tensile test. This ductile Tearing Parameter has been used successfully at
Sandia National Laboratories for many years to simulate ductile failure. II,12,13,14,15,16,17,18

In the component analyses presented in Section 2.12.5, large plastic strains are developed in the
outer shell of the sample containers. To prevent the sample containers from absorbing
unrealistic quantities of energy through unrealistic quantities of plastic deformation, a failure
criterion was needed to allow the shell to rupture during theses analyses. Since the Ductile
Tearing model has already been incorporated in PRONTO3D, and since it performs well in the
high stress triaxiality region, it was used in the element death criteria of the sample container
models to allow the shells of the sample containers to fracture.

To determine the required failure parameter needed for the Ductile Tearing model, the same
tensile test finite element model discussed above was used. Determination of the Critical
Tearing Parameter requires performing a tensile test to failure, then modeling it using a
constitutive model to match the test data, and iteratively arriving at a Critical Tearing Parameter
value which matches the initiation of failure in the tested tensile specimen. The output data was
post-processed using Equation 2-10 (and the constitutive model in Figure 2-59, Section
2.12.4.14), and the results of this analysis are presented in Figure 2-56. A value of 1.0 12 was
used in the material model to initiate failure of the sample container shells and this same value is
used for comparison with calculated Tearing Parameter values in the eutectic bamier T-Ampoule.

TP

D.091
0.2110O. 398B

0.551
0.705

1.012

a= 0.091
W= 1.012

x

Figure 2-56. Tensile Test Results Showing Peak Value of Failure Parameter TP
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20. Department of Defense, Mechanical Properties Data Center, "Aerospace Structural Metals
Handbook," Code 3707, Page 12, March 1965.

21. Strain Rate Sensitivity Data Used in LANL's Ti-6A1-4V MTS Strength Model, e-mail from
George T. Gray (Los Alamos National Labs) to David C. Harding (Sandia National
Laboratories), February 19, 2010.
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2.12.4 Material Data
This section discusses the material data used in the finite element analyses. Material test data
and references are provided along with the appropriate power-law hardening curves. Table 2-14
lists the model component, the material of the component, and the section in Section 2.12.4
containing the material data and constitutive model.

Table 2-14. Listing of Material for Each Components in the Finite Element Models

Model Component Material Section
Full PAT-IModels

Redwood Impact Material Redwood, 2.1.1.1

Load Spreader Cylinder Aluminum 6061 2.12.4.3

Load Spreader Top Plate Aluminum 7075 2.12.4.5

Load Spreader Lower Plate Aluminum 7075 2.12.4.5

Copper Cylinder Copper 2.12.4.7

TB-i Container Stainless PH13-8-Mo 2.12.4.9

TB-1 Contents Elastic Plastic Soft 2.12.4.11

Can Shell and Flange Stainless 304 2.12.4.12

T-Ampoule Titanium 6A1-4V 2.12.4.14

Sample Container Titanium 6A1-4V 2.12.4.14

Sample Container Cylinder Plutonium (delta) 2.12.4.18

ER Cylinders Plutonium (alpha) 2.12.4.16

Be Composite Cylinder Beryllium 2.12.4.24

Impact Test Model

Tungsten Ballast Tungsten 2.12.4.20

Impact Specimen Brass Brass UNS 36000 2.12.4.22

Impact Specimen Titanium Titanium 6A1-4V 2.12.4.14

Ampoule Specimen Titanium 6A1-4V 2.12.4.14

Hemisphere Fixture Stainless PH13-8-Mo 2.12.4.9

0
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2.12.4.1 Redwood

The redwood material is modeled using the Orthotropic Crush model in PRONTO-3D. The
Orthotropic Crush model is an empirically based constitutive relation used to model material like
metallic honeycomb and wood. The force deflection curve used to simulate the compression of
the redwood material is presented in Figure 2-57 along with data from Joseph and Hill. These
values along with the other modeling parameters for the Orthotropic Crush model are presented
in Table 2-15.

Redwood Force Deflection Curve

Compressed Parallel to grain

0
LL
U

0
U-

18000

16000

14000
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0

* Data: Joseph and Hill
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Strain

Figure 2-57. Redwood Force Deflection Curve Compared
to Test Data from Joseph and Hill

Table 2-15. Redwood Orthotropic Crush Model Parameters

Parameter Value

Compacted YOUNGS MODULUS (psi) 1.5E6

Compacted POISSONS RATIO 0.3

Compacted YIELD STRESS (psi) 20000

Full Compaction 0.9

Modulus x (psi) 1.5E6

Modulus y (psi) 0.3E6

Modulus z (psi) 0.3E6

Modulus xy (psi) 0.2E6

Modulus yz (psi) 0.25E6

Modulus zx (psi) 0.2E6
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Table 2-15. Redwood Orthotropic Crush Model Parameters (Continued)

Value
Parameter Strain Pressure (psi)

Function 1 $ T-Direction 0 2000

0.14 4200

0.28 5100

0.42 5430

0.57 6100

0.71 10100

0.80 15000

0.90 20000

Function 2 $ L-Direction

0 400

0.14 986

0.28 1200

0.42 1275

0.57 1432

0.71 2371

0.80 3521

Function 4 $ sigxy or sigxz vs volume

0.0 1000

0.6 1000

0.7 10000

0.9 10000

Function 5 $ sigyz vs volume

0 1000

0.6 1000

0.7 10000

0.9 10000

2.12.4.2 Reference

1. Joseph, Walter W., Thomas K. Hill. "Energy-Absorbing Characteristics of California
Redwood Subjected to High Strain." SAND76-0087. Sandia National Laboratories.
Albuquerque, NM. 1976.

2. Cramer, S.M, Hermanson, J.C., and McMurtry, W.M. "Characterizing the Large Strain
Crush Response of Redwood." SAND96-2966, Sandia National Laboratories. Albuquerque,
NM. 1996.
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3. Attaway, S.W., "A Local Isotropic Global Orthotropic Finite Element Technique for
Modeling the Crush of Wood," SAND88-1449, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,
NM. 1988.

2.12.4.3 Aluminum 6061

Property
Density
Young's Modulus
Poisson's Ratio
Yield Stress
Hardening Constant
Hardening Exponent
Reduction in Area

0.098 lb/in 3

9.9E06 psi
0.3
45000 psi
37852 psi
0.55
0.503-0.520

Reference

1,2
1,2
1

1

The aluminum 6061 components were modeled using a power-law hardening constitutive model:

(T= 0 7 y + A(8 p )n

where a is the yield stress, A is a hardening constant, and n is a hardening exponent.

2.12.4.4 Reference

1. Wellman, J. "Sandia National Laboratories, Personal communication regarding
Organization 1800 Laboratory Tests on Aluminum. (April 19, 1991)." 2007.

2. Rice, R. C., Jackson, J. L., Bakuckas, J., and Thompson, S. "Metallic Materials Properties
Development and Standardization (MMPDS) DOT/FAA/AR-MMPDS-01." January 2003.
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2.12.4.5 Aluminum 7075

Property
Density
Young's Modulus
Poisson's Ratio
Yield Stress
Hardening constant,
Hardening exponent

0.098 lb/in 3

10.4E6 psi
0.3
73.0E3 psi

37852 psi
0.55

Reference
1
I

I

The aluminum 7075 components were modeled using a power-law hardening constitutive model:

ar = o'y + A(--p,,

where a, is the yield stress, A is a hardening constant, and n is a hardening exponent.

2.12.4.6 Reference

1. Department of Defense. Military Standardization Handbook: Metallic Materials and
Elements for Aerospace Vehicle Structures. MIL-HDBK-5E pp. 3-337, Figure 3.7.4.1.6(n):
May 1986.
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2.12.4.7 Copper Cylinder

Property
Density
Young's Modulus,
Poisson's Ratio,
Yield Stress,
Hardening Constant,
Hardening exponent

0.322 lb/in 3

17.2E06 psi
0.33
45.0E03 psi
38000 psi
0.55

Reference
1
1

1

The copper cylinder was modeled using a power-law hardening constitutive model:

0'=O'y +A(p n

where (T is the yield stress, A is a hardening constant, and n is a hardening exponent.

2.12.4.8 Reference

1. ASTM B152/B152M. "Standard Specification for Copper Sheet, Strip, Plate and Rolled
Bar." ASTM International. West Conshochocken, PA.
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2.12.4.9 Stainless PHI3-8-Mo

Property
Density 0.286 lb/in 3

Young's Modulus 30.E06 psi
Poisson's Ratio 0.30
Yield Stress, 141.0E03 psi
Hardening Constant 30.0E4 psi
Hardening exponent 1.0
Thermal Expansion Coefficient 5.9E-6 to 6.OE-6 in./in./°F
(from 70OF to 203'F and from 70'F to 401°F, respectively)

Reference
1,2,3
2,3
2,3
4

5 (Figure 2.6.5.1. 1)

The TB-1 was modeled using a power-law hardening constitutive model:

0. = o', +A

where ,;, is the yield stress, A is a hardening constant, and n is a hardening exponent.

2.12.4.10 Reference

1. Shigley, J.E. Mechanical Engineering Design. McGraw-Hill: 1977.

2. Harvey, P.D., ed. Engineering Properties of Steels. American Society for Metals: Metals.
Park, OH: 1982.

3. Boyer, H.E., and Gall, T.L. ed. Metals Handbook. American Society for Metals: Materials.
Park, OH: 1985.

4. American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), "Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,"
Section II, Part A, Table 3: Mechanical Test Requirements After Age Hardening Heat
Treatment. pp. 1287. 2007.

5. Department of Defense. Military Standardization Handbook. Metallic Materials and
Elements for Aerospace Vehicle Structures. " (Effect of temperature on tensile ultimate and
yield strength, Figure 2.6.5.1.1, pp. 2-148). MIL-HNDBK-5E: June 1, 1987.
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2.12.4.11 TB-1 Contents

Property
Density
Young's Modulus
Poisson's Ratio
Yield Stress
Hardening Constant
Hardening Exponent

0.051 lb/in 3

1.0E06 psi
0.30
2000 psi
100000 psi
1.0

Reference
See below
See below
See below
See below

The material was modeled as Elastic-Plastic with a density to match the oxide powder. The
material properties were based on approximating the behavior of oxide power. The material is
used inside the TB-I in the full model analyses. Those analyses are used only to determine rigid
body motion of the TB-I, and the yield stress and hardness behavior will not affect the rigid
body motion of the TB-1.

2.12.4.12 Stainless 304

Property
Density
Young's Modulus
Poisson's Ratio
Yield Stress
Hardening Constant
Hardening Exponent

0.286 lb/in 3

28.0E06 psi
0.33
40000 psi

192746 psi
0.74819

Reference

1

The stainless steel components were modeled using a power-law hardening constitutive model:

a= (. + A(kp

where o-, is the yield stress, A is a hardening constant, and n is a hardening exponent.

2.12.4.13 Reference

1. United States. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. NUREG-1768. "Package Performance
Study Test Protocols." 2003.

2.12.4.14 Titanium 6AI-4V

Property
Density
Young's Modulus
Poisson's Ratio
Yield Stress
Hardening Constant
Hardening Exponent
Failure Value (TP)

0.160 lb/in 3

15.5E06 psi
0.3
141700 psi

12.6E4 psi
0.6554
1.012

Reference
2
2
2
1,3
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Thermal Expansion Coefficient 4.9E-6 to 5.1E-6 in./in./0 F
(from 70'F to 1 00°F and from 70'F to 3 12'F, respectively)

2 (Figure 5.4.1.0

The titanium components were modeled using a power-law hardening constitutive model:

o-= o- + A(-" )Y

where o7, is the yield stress, A is a hardening constant, and n is a hardening exponent.

The Ductile Tearing model was used for the sample containers to allow the material to fracture
under tensile strains. Figure 2-58 shows the power-law curve fit and data taken from a tensile
test. Figure 2-59 and Figure 2-60 show the relative temperature insensitivity of Ti-6-4 alloy,
justify the use of nominal (ambient) material properties in the analyses, and negate any brittle
fracture concern at NCT cold temperatures.

Titanium Data
A=12.6e4, n = 0.6554, Y= 141.7e3, E =15.5e6

2.50E+05

2.00E+05

S1.50E+05

S1.OOE+05

5.00E+04

0.OOE+00

Power-Law Fit

Data Pionts

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 04 0.5 0.6

Strain

Figure 2-58. Comparison of Power-Law Curve Fit with Data from Tensile Test
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MIL-HDBK-SE
I June 1987

0'

iE

E

C

Temperature, F

Figure 2-59. Effect of Temperature on the Tensile Ultimate Strength and Tensile Yield
Strength of Annealed Ti-6-Al-4V Alloy (Ref. 2, Taken from MIL-HDBK-5E, Figure

5.4.1.1.1.1)
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Figure 2-60. Effect of Temperature on the Elongation of Annealed Ti-6-Al-4V Alloy (Ref.
2, Taken from MIL-HDBK-5E, Figure 5.4.1.1.5)
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2.12.4.15 Reference

1. Westmoreland Mechanical Testing and Research Inc. "WMT&R Report No. 7-38060."
Youngstown, PA. 2007.

2. Department of Defense. Military Standardization Handbook: Metallic Materials and
Elements for Aerospace Vehicle Structures. MIL-HDBK-5E: May 1988.

3. PAT-1040, Titanium and O-Ring Materials and Component Fabrication Specification,
August 23, 2010. (Provided in Section 1.3.3.1 of this addendum.)

2.12.4.16 Plutonium (alpha phase)

Property Reference
Density 0.716 lb/in 3  1
Young's Modulus 14.1E06 psi 1
Poisson's Ratio 0.3
Yield Stress 36000 psi
Hardening Constant 85000 psi
Hardening Exponent 0.4

The alpha-plutonium components were modeled using a power-law hardening constitutive
model:

T= UoY + A(ep) 0

where o, is the yield stress, A is a hardening constant, and n is a hardening exponent. As shown
in Figures 2-61 and 2-62, alpha-plutonium is a brittle material. The alpha-plutonium material in
Figure 2-62 has a finer grain structure than the alpha-plutonium material in Figure 2-61 and it is
therefore more ductile. The material parameters were fit to the curve in Figure 2-62. To
conservatively maximize the load induced by the impacting Pu material, it was modeled as a
continuously hardening material that does not fracture (and is thus, "infinitely ductile," with
hardening), matching the finer grain structure stress-strain curve of Figure 2-62.

0
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Figure 2-61. Pu Stress-Strain Curves Taken from Hecker and Stevens [Figure 2(a)]
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Figure 2-62. Pu Stress-Strain Curves Taken from Hecker and Stevens (Figure 101b]).

2.12.4.17 Reference

1. Hecker, Siegfried S. and Michael F. Stevens. "Mechanical Behavior of Plutonium and Its
Alloys." Los Alamos Science Number 26 (2000).
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2.12.4.18 Plutonium (delta phase)

Property
Density
Young's Modulus
Poisson's Ratio
Yield Stress
Hardening Constant
Hardening Exponent

0.716 lb/in 3

6.1E06 psi
0.3

9200 psi
9000 psi
0.4

Reference
1
1
1

0

The delta-plutonium components were modeled using a power-law hardening constitutive model.
As shown in Figure 2-61 this is a fairly soft and ductile material. The material parameters were
fit to the delta-phase curve in Figure 2-6 1. To maximize the load induced by the impacting Pu
material, it was modeled as a continuously hardening material that does not fracture. The density
of alpha phase plutonium was conservatively used as the density for the delta phase plutonium in
the modeling.

2.12.4.19 Reference

1. Hecker, Siegfried S. and Michael F. Stevens. "Mechanical Behavior of Plutonium and Its
Alloys." Los Alamos Science Number 26 (2000).

2.12.4.20 Tungsten

Property
Density
Young's Modulus
Poisson's Ratio
Yield Stress
Hardening Constant
Hardening Exponent

0.680 lb/in3

58.3E06 psi
0.3
80000 psi
78000 psi
0.4

Reference
1

The tungsten holder was modeled using a power-law hardening constitutive model with nominal
hardening values. The actual component remained elastic.

2.12.4.21 Reference

1. Lassner, Erik and Wolf-Dieter, Schubert. "Tungsten: Properties, Chemistry, Technology of
the Element, Alloys, and Chemical Compounds." Academic/Plenum Publishers (1999).
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2.12.4.22 Brass (UNS C36000)

Property
Density
Young's Modulus
Poisson's Ratio
Yield Stress
Hardening Constant
Hardening Exponent

0.309 lb/in 3

13.1E06 psi
0.3
43300 psi
79400 psi
0.6248

Reference
2
2
2
1

The brass components were modeled using a power-law hardening constitutive model:

o- = O'y + A(e)p )n

where oT. is the yield stress, A is a hardening constant, and n is a hardening exponent. Figure
2-63 shows the power-law curve fit and data taken from the tensile test.

Brass T-3 Data
A= 79.4e3, n = 0.6248, Y = 43.3e3, E=13.1e6

1 .20E+05

1 .OOE+05

8.OOE+04
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4.OOE+04

2.OOE+04

0.OOE+00
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Figure 2-63. Comparison of Power-Law Curve Fit with Data from Tensile Test

2.12.4.23 Reference

I. Westmoreland Mechanical Testing and Research Inc. "WMT&R Report No. 7-38060."
Youngstown, PA. 2007.

2. ASTM B16 CDA 360, Free Cutting Brass, Copper Alloy No C36000.
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2.12.4.24 Beryllium

Property
Density
Young's Modulus
Poisson's Ratio
Yield Stress
Hardening Constant
Hardening Exponent

0Reference
0.5745 lb/in 3 (conservatively assumed density of delta Pu)
1.7092E7 psi I
0.3
23929 psi
38350 psi
0.461407

1

The Be composite cylinder was modeled using a power-law hardening constitutive model:

a= Cry + A( p )n

where q, is the yield stress, A is a hardening constant, and n is a hardening exponent. Figure
2-64 shows the power-law curve fit and data taken from the tensile test.

Be Stress-Strain Material Properties

450000
400000 -
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"U 300000
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
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Figure 2-64. Comparison of Power-Law Curve Fit with Data from Tensile Test

2.12.4.25 References

1. Wick, O.J., ed. Plutonium Handbook: A Guide to the Technology, Volume 1. American
Nuclear Society, 1980.

2. Lindholm, U.S., and Yeakley, L.M. "Effect of Strain rate, Temperature, and Multiaxial
Stress on the Strength and Ductility of S200E Beryllium and 6A1-4V Titanium." Air Force
Materials Laboratory Report. AFML-TR-71-37. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. OH.
1971.
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